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Abstract 
In spite of a monolingual norm in foreign language teaching during the last decades studies throughout 
the world show that teachers’ target language use varies significantly. This study sets out to examine 
to what extent the target language (TL) is used with young language learners and how this use 
correlates to teachers’ beliefs about foreign language teaching and first language (L1) inclusion. 
Moreover the paper discusses functions for L1 use and strategies used by teachers to support 
comprehension in the TL. Lesson observations and qualitative interviews were performed with four 
Swedish primary school class teachers. Despite the prevailing idea of exclusive TL use three of the 
four teachers do not subscribe to this approach and find L1 inclusion necessary. An emerging theme is 
the impact of teachers’ beliefs and how these are shaped by personal experience and/or education. L1 
is legitimized in order to support comprehension and prevent pupils’ frustration. To varying degrees 
the L1 is used, mostly to facilitate learning but also for classroom management. The data suggests that 
teachers are well aware of their language use although they lack awareness and professional language 
to describe and be articulate about strategies they employ. 
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Målspråksanvändning i 
engelskklassrummet  
under de tidiga skolåren  

Lärares övertygelser och undervisningspraktik 

Svensk sammanfattning 
Trots att det under de senaste decennierna varit norm att inom språkundervisningen uteslutande 
använda målspråket i klassrummet, visar studier från hela världen att lärares målspråksanvändning 
varierar avsevärt. Syftet med denna studie är att undersöka i vilken utsträckning målspråket används 
med yngre språkelever och hur denna överensstämmer med lärarnas föreställningar om 
språkundervisning och användning av förstaspråket. Dessutom diskuteras funktioner för 
förstaspråksanvändning och strategier som lärare använder för att underlätta förståelse på målspråket. 
Lektionsobservationer och kvalitativa intervjuer genomfördes med fyra svenska klasslärare i 
grundskolans tidigare år. Trots den rådande rekommendationen att undvika användning av 
förstaspråket och uteslutande använda målspråket, ansluter sig tre av fyra lärare inte till denna 
didaktiska modell, utan finner det nödvändigt att inkludera förstaspråket i undervisningen. Ett tema 
som framträder är påverkan av lärares uppfattningar och hur dessa har formats av personliga 
erfarenheter och/eller utbildning. Förstaspråksanvändning motiveras för att stötta förståelse och 
undvika frustration hos eleverna. Förstaspråket används i olika utsträckning, framförallt för att 
underlätta inlärning men också för att leda arbetet i klassrummet. Resultaten tyder på att lärare är väl 
medvetna om sin språkanvändning, men att de delvis saknar insikt om och ett professionellt språk för 
att beskriva och formulera sig kring de strategier de använder. 

Nyckelord 

Lärares målspråksanvändning, engelska för yngre åldrar, engelskundervisning, förstaspråk, tvåspråkig 
undervisning. 
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1. Introduction 
Teaching a classroom full of 8- and 9-year-olds is a multi-disciplinary task, requiring not only 
linguistic and pedagogical skills but also the ability to cater to the social, psychological, emotional and 
physical needs of the pupils. There are many aspects to consider while planning and teaching lessons, 
maybe even more so when the subject area is a foreign language. The teacher is responsible for 
offering a lot of oral input in the target language (TL) and the way a teacher navigates between the TL 
and the pupils’ first language (L1) has great impact on their attitudes towards the TL and language 
learning (Cameron, 2011). Hattie’s research (2012) confirms that the quality of the teacher and the 
teaching has great influence on pupils’ achievement. The amount of input and the confidence of the 
teacher are key factors in the classroom (Pinter, 2006). 

During the last decades there has been a strong focus on a communicative language approach and 
exclusive or nearly exclusive TL use in foreign language instruction, the idea being to maximize 
exposure and not have L1 undermine language acquisition (Jingxia, 2010). The Swedish National 
Syllabus for English stresses communicative skills and functional use of the language. The core 
content in grades 1-3 puts reception before production and interaction to point out that this skill is 
necessary in order to develop the following (Skolverket, 2011). In agreement with this attitude surveys 
and interviews performed by the Swedish Schools Inspectorate (2011) show that a great majority of 
Swedish teachers perceive communicative competence to be the most important skill to develop. 

However inspections carried out by the same authority reveal a great diversity in the approaches and 
amount of TL used by the teachers in grades 6-9 teaching English as a second language. Very few 
compulsory school principals are aware of how language teaching is carried out at their school and the 
amount of collaboration among language teachers within the same school is minimal 
(Skolinspektionen, 2011). Whether the lack of English exposure in many classrooms is due to 
teachers’ beliefs on language learning, their classroom experiences or their lack of confidence or 
language proficiency is uncertain. No similar inspection has been carried out to investigate how 
English is taught in the earlier grades. 

My own experiences, both while studying for a teaching degree and later teaching student teachers, 
visiting them and their supervisors during their field studies and discussing their experiences 
afterwards, tells me that the amount of English spoken in the foreign language classrooms with young 
learners varies enormously although most of these supervising teachers received their education during 
the last thirty years when TL dominance was promoted. For some reason this approach has not had 
great impact on actual teaching in many classrooms. What is the reason behind this discrepancy? Do 
teachers not feel that they have the tools or the proficiency to teach in the TL? Or do they feel that 
excluding the L1 is not a pragmatic approach? Is the L1 used as a cognitive tool or an easy option? 

In recent years this predominantly monolingual policy has been contested, suggesting that it is 
unnatural only to use the TL in a classroom where teacher and students share an L1 and that moderate 
use of the mother tongue may in fact aid and not prevent learning (Hall & Cook, 2012; Ghorbani, 
2011; Inbar-Lourie, 2010; Jingxia, 2010; Turnball & Arnett, 2002). Research that has been carried out 
in different contexts around the world seems to support the idea that although teachers believe that 
students need a lot of TL input there are several situations in which the L1 is used to support learning. 
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Most of this research has dealt with bilingual classrooms, language immersion programmes or 
secondary or university classrooms in Asia (Critchley, 2002; Creese & Blackledge, 2010; Ghorbani, 
2011; Jingxia, 2010; Pennington, 1995; Willans 2011). The contexts are quite different to that of a 
Swedish primary classroom when it comes to age and cultural context.  

Age is an important factor in the foreign language classroom. Children’s motivation, attention span 
and attitudes towards listening to and using the TL differ considerably to those of adolescents or adult 
learners. The ideal age for introducing a foreign language in school has been debated but Singleton 
(1989; referred by Brewster, Ellis & Girard, 2002) concluded that young age in itself is not 
automatically an advantage and may even be counter-productive unless teachers are appropriately 
trained and equipped with good material to perform the task of teaching young language learners 
(YLL). 

The majority of the research on the subject has investigated conditions in parts of the world where the 
amount of English used outside the classroom is quite different to the situation in Scandinavia. The 
fact that English enjoys a high status in Sweden and is widely used in society is an important 
contextual factor in the classroom (Pinter, 2006). English as a subject area connects to pupils’ 
everyday life outside school and their “private sphere” (Oscarson & Apelgren, 2005). Attending their 
first English lesson most Swedish children already have an understanding of what English sounds like 
and can say a few words, which has an impact on the conditions for TL use in the classroom. Due to 
these factors, of age as well as cultural and educational context, results of international research may 
not translate well to Sweden. 

The European Framework Strategy for Multilingualism (Commission of European Communities, 
2005) has set out to identify best practices in the learning and teaching of languages in Europe and 
researchers are calling for more studies of teacher cognition and language use (Bell, 2008; Borg, 2003; 
Macaro, 1997; Muñoz & Singelton, 2011; Wilbur, 2007; Wilkerson, 2008). This descriptive study may 
contribute valuable insight into teaching practices in relation to the intentions of the syllabi for those 
involved in teacher education and other stakeholders aiming to improve language education in primary 
school. Teachers need age-appropriate methods for language teaching and to reflect on rational use of 
the L1 in the classrooms (Inbar-Lourie, 2010; Sandström, 2011; Stern, 1992). Based on current 
theories on language learning and acquisition on one hand and the experiences of practicing teachers 
on the other it may be possible to gain insight into the dynamics that affect teachers’ language choices 
and offer student teachers evidence-based guidelines as far as TL versus L1 use in the classroom in the 
future, that can make teachers feel professional and promote effective language acquisition.  

1.1. Aim and research questions  
The purpose of this research is to gain a deeper understanding of teachers’ TL use in the English 
primary classroom in Sweden. More specifically the aim is to investigate how teachers reason around 
code-switching and TL use and whether those beliefs and convictions correspond to their choices and 
actions in the classroom – do they practice what they preach? The research also seeks to shed light on 
strategies used to offer pupils a lot of oral English input and what factors that prompt the use of the 
L1, in this case Swedish, teaching YLL. 

Research questions 
• What are teachers’ beliefs on TL versus L1 use in the classroom with YLL? Where do these 

ideas stem from? 
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• To what extent do they use the TL in the classroom and are there specific functions for which 
the L1 is used?  

• Are there specific strategies used to facilitate and support pupils’ comprehension in the TL 
rather than switching to the L1? 

2. Background  
In order to compare the answers to these research questions with previous findings an overview of 
research is required in the areas of language education approaches, the role of the teacher in the 
primary classroom and teachers’ beliefs regarding language choices, as well as a brief summary of the 
situation in Sweden when it comes to TL use in English as a foreign language (EFL) education. 

2.1  The role of the teacher  
Language acquisition “is based on the availability of natural language in the learner’s environment” 
(Lightbown & Spada, 2006, p. 36 referring to Schwarts, 1993). A classroom however does not offer a 
natural learning environment for language acquisition the way parents do with infants (Crichton, 
2009). Apart from the factor of age and close and abundant interaction with the parents in which the 
small child acquires the L1, the classroom has one “expert”, the teacher, who may in fact not have 
great confidence teaching or speaking the target language. The learners are many, with different needs, 
linguistic maturity and motivation, and the time spent teaching the foreign language is little, in 
Sweden usually once a week in grades 2 and 3. Moreover the L1 is used in real life places and 
situations that the child is part of and engages in in a way that the classroom cannot offer. (Butzkamm, 
2011). Considering these limitations, the teacher is undeniably a crucial factor in language education 
for young learners (Pinter, 2006). Hattie’s research points out that the teacher is in fact the single most 
important factor in the classroom in the way he/she plans and carries out the activities and offers input 
and feedback to pupils (Hattie, 2012).  

The teacher’s choice of language in the classroom is of major importance, especially in the initial 
stages where the teacher will control all the classroom activities. Listening comes first, language has to 
“go in before it can come out” (Scott & Ytreberg, 2010). The teacher’s TL use is important to offer 
input – language that pupils hear and from which they can learn, and teachers produce around 70 % of 
all utterances in the average language classroom (Chaudron, 1988). By speaking the TL the teacher 
will model intonation patterns and let pupils get used to the sounds of the language as well as model 
social conventions such as greetings and common phrases (Pinter, 2006). Teaching a foreign language 
is unique in several aspects. While speaking the TL the teacher is both communicating with the pupils 
and also teaching the subject matter and the teacher has to decide which language to use for organizing 
and controlling classroom work and the consequences that may have (V. Cook, 2008). 

The teacher’s TL use also affects the context and the atmosphere in the classroom. The teacher is 
responsible for balancing and moving between the languages in the classroom and in doing so conveys 
an attitude to the target language as being a means of communication and/or a subject of study. The 
teacher will also convey attitudes about the TL in question and language learning itself, affecting 
pupils’ motivation and attitudes towards the TL (Cameron, 2011). The ELLiE study (British Council, 
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2011) shows a wide range of TL use by primary teachers in Europe, from “TL only”, to the extent that 
pupils are unaware of whether the teacher knows the L1, to teachers using mostly the L1 teaching the 
TL. 

2.2 Approaches in language teaching  
Foreign language learning is a complex process, not easily subject to valid and reliable research. 
Therefore many of the beliefs and policies about good teaching approaches have been based on 
“professional consensus rather than empirical data” (Chambless, 2012, p.159). The theories of 
language acquisition and the trends in language teaching have changed dramatically over the last 
hundred years, influenced by linguistic, psychological, educational and political perspectives derived 
from “a mixture of assertion, theory, observation and experiment” (Hall & Cook, 2012, p 272) not 
always justified by research. During the last fifty years the understanding of the differences and 
similarities in the process of L1 and foreign language acquisition has developed a great deal and since 
the 1990’s neurobiology and psychology have added new perspectives on second language research. 

However EFL teaching is performed in a variety of different contexts and cultures worldwide and new 
research and trends do not always reach teachers and educators. As a result new and old approaches 
overlap across the globe. However the assumption that languages are best taught in a TL dominated 
classroom has become mainstream during the last decades (Hall & Cook, 2012). 

Introduced in the 1970’s, peaking in the 80’s, the communicative approach had an enormous impact 
on language teaching. Krashen was influential in the shift away from the audio-lingual approach 
towards a communicative one that was more context based; “we teach language best when we use it 
for what it was designed for: communication” (Krashen, 1981, p. 10). The teacher’s use of the TL and 
abundant and comprehensible exposure to the language taught without conscious attention to form 
were key factors (Crichton, 2009). Kalivoda stated in 1983 that the supremacy of the TL must dictate 
all approaches to foreign language teaching. The TL was to be learnt by being used in meaningful 
communication similar to that of L1 acquisition where the language is both the medium and the 
content (V. Cook, 2008; Nunan, 2011) with the assumption that maximizing exposure would 
maximize learning (Cameron, 2011). Halliwell and Jones (1999, as cited in Crichton, 2009) meant that 
TL dominance was a way of bridging the gap between controlled classroom practice and the 
unpredictable use of language in real life.  

Advocates of intra-lingual teaching, teaching language by speaking it, dictated “TL only”. The L1 
should be avoided for two reasons; to mimic the way the L1 is acquired – language is not acquired by 
use of another language, and because languages should be kept separate in the mind. Visual aids, 
gestures and body language should replace all kinds of translation. Pupils were to “think” in the new 
language and learn it independent from the L1. The L1 should not be utilized at any point (V. Cook, 
2001). Titone, promoted monolingual teaching with his Direct Method, already in 1968, and gave the 
following guidelines: “Never translate: demonstrate; never explain: act; never speak with single 
words: use sentences; never speak too slowly: speak normally (referred to by Richards & Lockhart, 
2011). The TL should be used for all functions in the classroom, including giving instructions and 
classroom management, making the language more real to the pupils.  

Proponents of TL exclusivity feared that teachers minimized the value of the TL if they switched 
between languages and relied on the L1 in their teaching. Resorting to the L1 would interfere with the 
students’ attempts to master the TL and code-switching would have negative impact on language 
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transfer depriving them of valuable input and real communication (Jingxia, 2010). Apart from 
undermining learning there was also a fear that allowing for some L1 would result in overuse 
(Turnball, 2001). 

Communicative Language Teaching was a view on language and not in itself a method but 
encompassed a wide range of practices. However throughout the 20th century language teaching 
pedagogy has tended to assume that language is best learnt in a monolingual classroom avoiding the 
L1 (V. Cook, 2008; Hall & Cook, 2012). “Good teaching” has been equated with exclusive or nearly 
exclusive TL use (Inbar-Louri, 2010), dominating all other pedagogic strategies. These beliefs have 
often been implicit, but sometimes explicit, in national and international steering documents 
(Chambless, 2012; Hall & Cook, 2012). “The overall aim of the teaching methods is to work through 
natural communication in the target language” (Council of Europe, 1997, p. 25). The Swedish 
curriculum for the compulsory school from 1994, Lpo 94, conveyed a communicative view on 
language, referring to language education research, and the current curriculum, Lgr 11, also has a 
functional and communicative attitude towards language learning, focusing on language use and 
communication skills (Skolverket, 2011, p. 6). 

2.3  Code-switching  
The term code-switching has been defined in various ways. It refers to the movement between two 
languages within a conversation or utterance. In the context of this study the definition presented by 
Jingxia (2010, p.10) will be used: “the alternate use of the first language and the target language, a 
means of communication by language teachers when the need arises”. 

2.3.1 Theories on code-switching  

Up until the last few years there have not been many empirical studies on the effects of code-switching 
and there is no evidence to show a causal relationship indicating that more input equals improved 
learning (Cameron, 2011; Macaro, 1997; Cummins, 2008). Stern concluded, in 1992, that the question 
of whether the monolingual approach does have an effect on language acquisition remained 
unanswered and that the connection between L1 and a second language “is an indisputable fact of life” 
being closely connected in the mind (Stern, 1992). In fact code-switching is normal language behavior 
and a fundamental skill in multilingual contexts (Macaro, 1997). Cook questioned the “ban” of the L1 
and stated that there is no way in which the acquisition of a first and second language can be equated 
and that only permitting the TL to be spoken in the classroom in order to force students to avoid the 
L1 is impossible – “it simply makes it invisible” (V. Cook, 2001). The long-held tradition of aiming at 
exclusive TL use was questioned and said to have limited the possibilities of effective teaching which 
meant a paradigm shift in language teaching and learning. In contrast to the proponents of “TL only”, 
aiming at making the TL seem more “alive and natural”. V. Cook (2001) concluded that the “pretend 
monolingual situation” only makes the language and the lessons seem less real to the students. Many 
have called for a more dynamic and pragmatic view on language use and language choice (Butzkamm 
& Caldwell, 2009; V. Cook, 2001; Cummins 2008; Hall & Cook, 2012; Jingxia, 2010; Stern, 1992, 
Willis 1996), moving away from the impractical, though simple, guideline of TL exclusivity, 
reconsidering an effective use of the L1 in the classroom.  

During the last decades the interest in code-switching has increased significantly and approaches in 
language teaching are moving away from the intra-lingual language use, exclusive TL use, letting the 
TL be both the subject matter and the means of instruction to an inter-lingual or cross-lingual 
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approach, allowing both the TL and the L1 in the classroom (Jingxia, 2010). English is used across the 
globe, mostly by non-native speakers and our aim should not be aim for native-like speakers but rather 
effective TL users (V. Cook, 2009) Instead of intra-lingual teaching approaches, Butzkamm and 
Caldwell (2009) suggest that we regard the learner as a developing bilingual, who learns a new 
language using the one she has already acquired. 

“What has developed in language teaching, therefore, is a divide between those who have regarded monolingual 

classrooms as a given and those who teach using the learners’ own language. Yet twelve years into the twenty-

first century, there is evidence that this division, which, in many contexts, might arguably be characterized as one 

between theory and practice, may be coming to an end, ant that the existence and advantages of using the 

learners’ own language in class are increasingly recognized. “ (Hall & Cook, 2012, p. 278) 

In conclusion we need to navigate towards a balance that will support pupils’ self-confidence in 
language learning, focus communication on meaning but also acknowledge link between the TL and 
the L1 (Hall & Cook, 2012; Butzkamm & Caldwell, 2009; Widdowson, 2009). What that balance 
should be is, however, difficult to determine. Critchley (2002) has suggested a language use scale 
where the TL is used increasingly depending on the level of the students, starting out at 85 % for 
lower-proficiency students (cited in McMillan & Rivers, 2011) while others emphasize the importance 
of adapting to various factors in the classroom context. Teaching English to someone whose L1 is 
Chinese, in a group of 40 students, is obviously a different situation to teaching English in Sweden, to 
a class of 14 (which is not always the case, but not uncommon), where the alphabet is the same and the 
languages are related, for example, and so teaching should vary depending on learners’ L1 and be 
interpreted to suit the local context (Hall & Cook, 2012; Littlewood & Yu, 2011; Rogers, 2009). 
Cameron (2011) suggests that rather than focusing on which language a teacher chooses to use we 
need to gain more understanding for the dynamics and complexity of those choices and movements 
between languages themselves. 

2.3.2 Benefits of including the L1 

Several reasons for allowing use of the L1 in the classroom have been put forward. While Ellis argued 
that L1 use by the teacher would deprive students of valuable input Swain and Lapkin suggested that 
denying the pupils support in the L1 would be to deprive them of an invaluable cognitive tool (referred 
by Turnball and Arnett, 2002). Asking students to perform tasks that are linguistically challenging and 
cognitively complex without any support in the L1 will have a negative impact on learning (Swain & 
Lapkin, 2000). TL only for the sake of providing pupils with a lot of input may prove to be ineffective 
and so quality needs to be considered rather than quantity. The L1 should be used as a tool to enhance 
and make input easier to process (Butzkamm & Caldwell, 2009; V. Cook, 2001; Turnball, 2001, cited 
in Turnball  & Arnette, 2002;). In addition the theory of languages kept separate in the mind has not 
been supported by research (V. Cook, 2001). 

Stern (1992) argues that the main problem with TL only is to ensure that the input is comprehensible 
to the pupils and advises teachers to, when visual aids and explanations in the TL are not enough, to 
allow well-defined periods of time during the lesson to offer help and explanations, answer questions 
etc that would otherwise not be accessible to the learners. “Clarity is all: confusion equals frustration” 
and so teachers should not hesitate to resort to the L1 for the benefit of clarifying and translating rather 
than giving lengthy or complex explanations in the TL. Being able to link the L1 to the new language 
skills is vital at least during the initial stages and a technique that effective learners make use of 
(Butchkamm & Caldwell, 2009). 
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Apart from the benefit of regarding the L1 as a resource and not a hindrance V. Cook (2001) claims 
that balanced code-switching will create “more authentic users” of the TL. Code-switching is a natural 
human behavior and a “highly skilled activity” (Jingxia, 2010). Word recognition experiments have 
shown that no matter the teaching the learners cannot switch off their own language and so instead of 
avoiding the L1 it should be used systematically with effective bilingual techniques (Butzkamm & 
Caldwell, 2009). Comparing and contrasting the two languages may also be a way to enhance learning 
and offer even richer exposure to the TL (Macaro, 1997). However Curtain and Dahlberg warn that 
“translation from one language to the other can cause confusion and tends to be counterproductive for 
early language learners” (as cited in Lundberg, 2007, p 34).  

In addition the L1 may be used in order to build a positive relationship with the students, establishing 
the notion that the teacher is on the pupils’ side, sharing the same L1 and that he/she understands the 
difficulties of learning the TL and can identify with the students. This alignment may emphasize the 
“foreign-ness” of the target language. On the other hand too much TL may distance the pupils from 
the teacher, emphasizing distance and expertise (Cameron, 2011). The pupils in the language 
classroom are a “captive audience” and while TL use may be a motivating factor for some, teachers 
also run the risk of having pupils feel alienated and demotivated if the TL is used too dominantly 
(Littlewood & Yu, 2011; Stern, 1992). L1 inclusion reduces learner anxiety and use of both languages 
is the approach usually preferred by students (Hall & Cook, 2012; Jingxia, 2010). Considering a 
humanistic perspective it may also be important to allow pupils to share what’s on their mind in their 
L1 (V. Cook, 2001). 

Many researchers suggest that the TL should be the primary language in foreign language teaching, for 
classroom communication, routines, small talk, classroom management and instruction but allowing 
for L1 use in order to facilitate communication and learning – which is what many teachers have 
already been practising. Harbour warns against using the L1 as as escape route to save time but 
suggests that L1 use is justified 

“to provoke discussion and speculation, to develop clarity and flexibility of thinking, and to help us 
increase our own and our students’ awareness of the inevitable interaction between the mother tongue 
and the target language that occurs during any type of language acquisition”. (Harbour, 1992, p.355) 

Butzkamm and Caldwell (2009) argue that the purpose of including the L1 in language teaching is not 
to reduce TL input but rather to help facilitate language learning and thus be able to establish 
communication in the TL. Outstanding teachers are those who let the classroom communication be 
dominated by the TL and where both teachers and students use the TL for all kinds of lesson elements. 
Moreover judicial use of the L1 and effective bilingual techniques can facilitate understanding and 
thus “breathe more life into our communicative classrooms” (Butzkamm & Caldwell, 2009). 

 

2.3.3 Strategies for TL use 

Good classroom atmosphere and teachers who promote co-operation and wellbeing have great impact 
on learning and the aim of foreign language education should be to have pupils display confidence and 
motivation to learn and communicate (Crichton, 2009; Hattie, 2012).  

Hattie’s research also points at the importance of metacognition and clear goals; that teachers are 
explicit with “the intention of the lesson and what success might look like at the end” (2012, p. 88). A 
lot of TL input requires metacognitive skills and making the pupils aware of their learning. Research 
and steering documents highlight the importance of “guessing competence” as a strategy in successful 
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language acquisition. Swedish pupils should be encouraged to dare to guess, predict and anticipate 
(Lundberg, 2007; Swedish National Agency for Education, 2011). Focusing not only on bottom-up but 
also top-down approaches to input may be a way of highlighting different ways of understanding and 
developing such competence and building confidence (Pinter, 2006). 

There are many strategies used by teachers in order to avoid the L1 and offer a lot of TL input. Using 
visual aids, TPR (total physical response, where pupils stand up and move according to the teacher’s 
instructions in the TL), adjusting the level and speed of the language, simplifying discourse, using 
words that are similar to the L1 and repetition are some of them (Chaudron 1988; Lundberg, 2007; 
Kalivoda, 1983). However, defining exactly what it is that teachers do to adjust their language is 
difficult. It seems some people who have a lot of experience interacting with children do this in an 
intuitive way (Lightbown & Spada, 2006). Techniques to regulate the use of the two languages in the 
classroom have been suggested. The L1 can be used at the beginning of or prior to the lesson to offer 
an overview of the lesson outline in order to keep the languages separate and avoid code-switching 
(Wilkerson, 2008). Rowe (1974, cited in Richards & Lockhart, 2011) introduced the concept of “wait-
time”, having the teacher wait longer before calling on a pupils to answer or offer a translation in order 
to offer more time for all pupils to think for themselves first. Wilkerson (2008) suggests brief L1 
interjections, “pop-up grammar” in order to draw pupils’ attention to something they would otherwise 
not notice on their own. Butzkamm and Caldwell (2009) promote a message oriented method called 
“sandwiching” in which the teacher utters a statement in the TL, translates into the L1 and then 
switches back to the TL. They also suggest that teachers offer word-for-word translation of 
expressions and constructions which they call “mirroring”, to clarify how things are expressed in the 
TL as opposed to the L1 which facilitates comprehension and learning in an effortless way and 
“deforeignise” the TL – language is “caught rather than taught” (Butzkamm & Caldwell, 2009, p. 
118). Littlewood & Yu (2011) suggest increased TL use for routines and contexts that students are 
already familiar with, to take advantage of relevant schemata. 

The two languages can be included in interaction in different ways. Poplack (1980, referred by 
Jingxia, 2010) made a distinction between intra-sentential, where the speaker switches between the 
languages within one sentence, also called code-mixing (Pennington, 1995) and inter-sentential code-
switching, alternating between the respective languages in full sentences.  

In some cases, as in the multicultural classroom, the issue has not been the lack of TL input itself but 
the fact that the language of instruction has been Swedish, having the pupils deal with two foreign 
languages in the classroom neither being the L1 (Swedish National Agency for Education, 2004). 
Several L1’s in the classroom would of course justify TL dominance to a higher degree (V. Cook, 
2008).  

 

2.4  Teachers’ beliefs and practices 

2.4.1 Teachers’ attitudes towards TL and L1  

The issue of how much L1 to use in the classroom is controversial. In practice most teachers who have 
the same L1 as their students will often use both the TL and the L1 to varying degrees (Cameron 2011; 
Pennington, 1995). Cameron raises the question of why this discrepancy exists, considering the 
overwhelming focus on “TL only” during the last decades, suggesting that it may have to do with 
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either the teachers’ lack of confidence in the language or because they just do not find intra-lingual 
teaching to be a pragmatic approach, “struggling against natural forces” of code-switching. Hattie 
(2012) highlights that there is often a tension between what teachers know and believe and what they 
actually encounter once they are in the classroom. Teaching is a uniquely personal activity and  
teachers’ own approaches develop with experience and are influenced by individual beliefs of what 
constitutes effective teaching on the one hand and the demands they encounter in different classroom 
situations on the other (Richards & Lockhart, 2011).  

The main tendency is still to try to avoid the L1 and the dominant view among teachers seems to be 
“the more TL the better”. Pennington (1995) found that teachers resort to the L1 to compensate for 
their own lack of proficiency in the TL (whether real or not), lack of preparation, motivation or subject 
knowledge. To varying degrees studies indicate that teachers feel remorseful about using the L1 
(Littlewood & Yu, 2011; Macaro, 2001) while Inbar-Louri (2010) claim that teachers using the L1 
generally do not feel remorseful about doing so. Some research indicates that teachers seem unaware 
of the amount of L1 they use (Polio & Duff, 1990; Kalivoda, 1983; Wilkerson, 2008) which has later 
been contested by Inbar-Louri (2010) who claim that teachers are quite aware of their code-switching.  

According to research by Cameron (2011), choices made by the teacher are influenced more by their 
beliefs about the ability of and expectations of the pupils rather than their own ability and confidence 
in the TL. In schools of high prestige, more TL was used than in less attractive schools. On the other 
hand this may have to do with the atmosphere in the classrooms, where motivation and classroom 
management may differ. 

Some research indicates that teachers’ beliefs are formed during their own time in school and by life 
experiences and that these beliefs about basic aspects of teaching and learning remain intact 
throughout their teacher education, particularly if these are not addressed (Borg, 1998; Cochran-Smith 
et al, 2011; Zakaria, Care & Griffin, 2011). Teachers have spent far more days in school as a pupil 
than as a student teacher. 

2.4.2 Teachers’ use of the L1 

Most teachers who share the students’ L1 will use both languages in the classroom, according to 
numerous studies. Macaro (1997) found that near-exclusive TL teaching is most common in this 
multicultural contexts where pupils do not share the same L1, while in most classrooms L1 use ranges 
between 10 and 90% according to studies performed in secondary foreign language classrooms 
(reviewed by Littlewood & Yu, 2011). In these studies teachers themselves estimated their L1 use to 
be 68% although they used more TL when they recorded themselves, indicating that the informants 
either exaggerate their L1 use or that they make more use of the TL when they are being recorded. 

Attempting to understand the role of L1 teacher talk researchers have introduced different categories 
of language use. Pennington (2005) distinguishes between strategic use (for a specific pedagogical 
purpose) and compensatory use (when the L1 is used to deal with perceived problems, which may 
include low proficiency but also lack of time, motivation and knowledge either on part of the pupils or 
the teacher, whether these be real or not). Similarly Littlewood and Yu (2011) discuss direct and 
indirect support in the L1, where direct refers to explanations and teaching of language elements and 
indirectly to deal with classroom management, metacognition and relationships.  

There are some motives that stand out to explain code-switching and teachers’ use of the L1 in the 
classroom. In summary, teachers resort to the L1 when “the cost of the TL is too great” (V. Cook, 
2001, p. 418) - when it would be too difficult or too time-consuming to compensate for pupils’ 
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language difficulties or ability in general, lack of motivation or discipline (Pennington, 1995). Many 
have studied functions for L1 use and found it used either to facilitate understanding and explanations 
or to deal with classroom management and other contextual factors, both in agreement with the 
definitions by Pennington and Littlewood and Yu mentioned above. More specifically Macaro (2001) 
found that the primary reason for teachers’ L1 use were procedural instruction and found five factors 
prompting L1 use by the teacher: instructions, to translate and check comprehension (speeding things 
up), comments to individual students, giving feedback and also to maintain discipline in the 
classroom. In his study Wilkerson (2008) found the L1 used primarily to save time, to demonstrate 
authority and to facilitate understanding, often having these three motives co-occur. According to 
Stern (1992) grammar explanations, organizing tasks, discussions and implementation of tests makes 
the teacher choose the L1. Research by Pennington (1995) highlighted that teachers use the TL for 
one-way communication and present content but switch to the L1 to interact, explain and negotiate 
meaning. Cook identifies three lesson elements for which the teachers tend to switch to the L1: to 
explain grammar, to give instructions and explain activities (V. Cook, 2008), in order to make it 
possible for the pupils to perform and succeed with the tasks. Especially teaching pupils with 
disabilities teachers feel the need to use the L1 as a reference point. (Turnball & Arnett, 2002).  

Another way to think of language choice is from an interpersonal perspective, focusing more on how 
language impacts the environment in which learning takes place (Graumann, 1990, cited in Cameron, 
2011). Using the L1 can be a way of aligning with the pupils, as mentioned above, and teachers may 
resort to the L1 when they are going to share something that the pupils may perceive as negative, for 
example to give negative feedback. A teacher using the L1 to correct student behaviour comes across 
as more severe than if speaking the TL. These results were echoed in research performed by 
Pennington (1995) in China revealing that the TL was used to emphasize authority and gain attention 
while the L1 was used to establish discipline and stress severity. 

In his research on student teachers’ TL use Bateman (2008) found that L1 was used when the student 
teachers experienced confusion, lack of time, discipline problems and in order to establish a 
relationship with the students. Struggling with the challenges of keeping to the TL some of them 
managed to find strategies to address and overcome these difficulties while others felt discouraged and 
resorted to more L1 use. Some expressed fear of losing students’ attention. Lack of confidence in their 
own TL proficiency seemed to be a contributing factor (Bateman, 2008; Littlewood & Yu, 2011).  

Some research suggests that language choice does not so much involve consistent decision-making in 
the classroom but is rather predetermined by the teacher’s personal conviction and teaching approach. 
(Inbar-Louri, 2010; Pennington, 1995). If internal personal long-term norms and values influence 
language choice more than external classroom factors, as Pennington (1995) suggests, these 
approaches may be passed on to others, articulated and analysed.  

2.5 Implications for EYL 
Again, most of the research conducted has targeted students at an upper secondary or university level 
outside Scandinavia and factors such as age, class size and cultural setting will have a lot of influence 
on aspects of language teaching and classroom management. Language education in primary school 
will differ in a number of ways, compared to that of adults or adolescents, where the age of the 
learners will affect the context of the classroom for psychological, cognitive, emotional and social 
reasons (V. Cook, 2009).  
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Motivating and involving pupils in acquiring a new language requires a lot of skill (Crichton 2009). 
YLL may not realize the use of the new language the way older learners do but they will be motivated 
by fun activities, a good atmosphere and because they like the teacher – they enjoy the learning 
process for its own sake (Pinter, 2006). They will usually go along with what the teacher does and 
plans, especially those that involve motion, and it is important to consider that young learners are in 
fact used to not understanding everything they hear around them, in adult conversation, media or 
books even in their L1 (Sandström, 2011). They understand situations better than language (Scott & 
Ytreberg, 2010). Another feature of most YLL is that they have a short attention span but that they are 
quite uninhibited (Scott & Ytreberg, 2010). Stern (1992) suggests using both languages gradually 
expanding the use of the TL. Sandström (2011) prompts teachers to aim for language input slightly 
above the pupils’ comfort zone, but not too far. Pupils need to hear a lot of simple but natural TL 
(Pinter, 2006; Scott & Ytreberg, 2010). 

As in L1 acquisition, children must have the opportunity to absorb language before they need to 
engage in communication and say anything (Pinter, 2006). Especially during initial stages of learning, 
pupils benefit from linking to the L1 (Butzkamm & Caldwell, 2009). Listening is an advanced skill 
and while practising it is important to consider that pupils cannot decide the pace of work (Scott & 
Ytreberg, 2010). Strategies such as visual aids are extremely important in the primary classroom, to 
comment, show and point, as the physical world and the here-and-now perspective is important to 
young learners (Brewster et al, 2002; Pinter, 2006; Scott & Ytreberg, 2010). With time they will 
increase their awareness of language as such, separate from events (Scott & Ytreberg, 2010). However 
there will not be a lot of explicit grammar focus and the literacy skills of the pupils are not very 
developed. 

Macaro (1997) whose research involved learners aged 11-14, found the L1 to be used more for 
discipline than other studies have indicated. With even younger pupils you have a situation where 
classroom management, variety, visual aids and movement will be central. A lot of the teacher’s focus 
and communication may be taken up by classroom management, establishing routines and helping 
pupils stay focused. 

Creating such an environment is all up to the teacher in the primary classroom and the teacher’s 
willingness to use the TL is a key component (Pinter, 2006). Ideal conditions for language acquisition 
are classrooms where the pupils are surrounded by rich and comprehensible oral language input, in a 
safe environment where they receive proper support and are encouraged to try, where mistakes are 
accepted and not corrected (Chrichton, 2009; Pinter, 2006). No matter the approach the aim should be 
to raise pupils’ confidence and willingness to try before they reach the age, at around 10, when they 
are likely to become more self-conscious and afraid of “looking stupid” in front of their peers. 
(Myndigheten för skolutveckling, 2008). 

The primary homeroom teacher, who works with the children in most school subjects throughout the 
day and knows the children may be the best person to offer such conditions. Unfamiliar adults may 
cause children to perform below their ability as the may become more inhibited and insecure in 
working with a new teacher (Pinter, 2006). Inbar-Louri (2010) found that many homeroom teachers 
include some TL while teaching other subject areas or during the day-to-day routines in the classroom 
which may also be a factor to consider. 
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2.6   The situation of EYL in Sweden 
With the generally high level of English in Sweden, the focus on TL use in language teaching and 
national curricula that have stressed communicative skills and interaction one might assume that 
Swedish teachers in the EFL classroom in general would offer primary pupils rich input in the TL. 
However this does not seem to be the case. Teacher surveys conducted by the Swedish National 
Agency for Education in 2003 indicated that TL use had decreased compared to 1989, although the 
time for English in the schedule had increased. The number of teachers with formal education in 
English in grade 5 had gone down to 75% (from 90% in 1989) and Oscarson and Apelgren (2005) 
argued that this has affected the average language proficiency negatively and voiced concern that 
students beginning their teacher education towards primary school entered with lower language 
proficiency than before.  

In 1992, two thirds of the pupils in grade 5 found it easy to understand spoken English; in 2003 half of 
the pupils found the same task difficult or rather difficult. The results of the national tests have gone 
down and in the test that focuses on listening comprehension, the average result was about the same as 
it had been ten years earlier but with more differentiation; the number of pupils with the lowest results 
was significantly larger (Myndigheten för skolutveckling, 2008). The national evaluation found that 
teachers overestimate pupils’ listening comprehension (Ocarson & Apelgren, 2005). There is an 
assumption that pupils learn and use a lot of English outside the classroom. Nevertheless the reports 
suggest that pupils felt more reluctant to speak themselves and interact in English 2003 than in 1992. 
The fact that pupils start with English earlier does not seem to have an impact by the time they are in 
fifth grade, since the lesson time is the same, only spread out (Skolverket, 2004). 

These results indicate quite a spread in the amount of target language used. The reasons for this are 
unclear. Lundberg (2007) points out that the majority of active teachers in Sweden received their 
education before the breakthrough of the communicative approach. Their own language proficiency, 
or rather the self-confidence in the target language has an impact in the classroom. Teachers admit that 
in subjects where they feel secure it is easier to explore and develop interactive and creative activities. 
However teaching subjects where they feel less comfortable and qualified there is a tendency to turn to 
familiar approaches – the “what-worked-for-me-method” (Sandström, 2011, p.18). 

The Swedish study for the ELLiE project (Tragent Mestres & Lundberg, 2011) indicated that 70% of 
pupils grade 1-3 enjoyed English, having experienced inspiring and playful lessons with an 
enthusiastic teacher and a safe atmosphere. In a school similar to the ones in this study (middle-class, 
only 5% of pupils with immigrant background) teachers in grades 2-3 spoke 50-60 % TL during the 
English lessons. (Moreover the study shows a big change in the fourth grade with less TL input by the 
teacher, not as many playful and communicative activities but more focus on course books and 
language study, such as translation leading to more code-switching.) 

The Swedish Schools Inspectorate (2008), investigating EFL in grades 6-9, found that in more than 
half of the classrooms observed there was a need for an increase in activities that develop pupils’ 
communicative skills. The most common pattern in these lessons were teacher talk initially in English 
but then in Swedish for clarifications and explanations. Lessons were observed where not a single 
word of English was uttered, neither by the teacher nor the pupils. 15 out of 22 schools needed to 
improve their teaching with regards to the amount of TL spoken in the classroom. Pupils who interact 
most in the TL and show a high communicative competence, switching to English as they entered the 
classroom, have a teacher who offers rich input and uses the TL as the main means of communication. 
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In classrooms where the pupils perform poorly the most common situation is where the teacher first 
speaks English, then echoes him/herself in Swedish to clarify (Skolinspektionen, 2008). 

Considering this situation, with a decrease in achievement on national tests, teachers admitting to 
speaking less English, and the wide range in the amount of TL in the classrooms there is a need to 
investigate and gain deeper understanding of factors impacting on language choice in the classroom 
and raise awareness of possible approaches and strategies and how they may impact learning.  

3. Method 
In order to collect data on TL use in primary classrooms with YLL observations were performed in 
grades 2 and 3. Four different schools and groups were visited two or three times each. The 
observations focused on the teachers’ switches between the L1 and the TL. An observation scheme 
(Appendix 1) was used to register language choice for different lesson functions as well as strategies 
for TL use. Following the observation lessons qualitative semi-structured interviews (Kvale, 1996) 
were conducted with each teacher in order to reveal their beliefs about language learning and TL use 
in the classroom (Appendix 2). Performing these interviews after the observations made it possible to 
compare the reports and statements made by the teachers as to the language choices made in the 
classroom and to investigate queries that arose during the observations. 

Carrying out a survey about teachers’ TL use, or rather their beliefs about their TL use, would make it 
possible to reach many more teachers. However it would be impossible to draw conclusions regarding 
actual amount of TL offered by teachers. The complex and multi-disciplinary task of teaching YLL 
makes it difficult to uncover the underlying motives for TL use, since the researcher’s own predictions 
and views would influence the phrasing of the questions. A questionnaire may also offer options that 
the teachers themselves would not have considered. Furthermore there is a risk of misinterpreting the 
answers in the surveys (Björklund & Paulsson, 2012). Combining observations with the teachers’ own 
statements makes it possible to compare whether the teachers practise what they preach and have them 
elaborate on their beliefs in order to get a detailed understanding of the motives that influence their 
teaching. 

After this triangulation of observations and qualitative interviews the data was analyzed and 
interpreted aiming to reveal information about teachers’ TL use and the beliefs and decisions behind it. 
From this small-scale research it will not be possible to draw general conclusions about English 
education in primary schools in Sweden. Teaching is a very contextualized activity, influenced by all 
the people present in the classroom and when and where it takes place and will always be difficult to 
generalize in a scientific way that aims at eliminating these contextual factors. However authentic 
descriptions in as much detail as possible of how these individual teachers reason and act, within their 
specific classroom context can guide us towards deeper understanding of the link between beliefs and 
choices relevant to language teaching and teacher education in general. The question is not whether 
these results can be generalized but rather what can be generalized, and how (Kvale, 1996) and what 
new knowledge about teaching and language choice in primary school that can be drawn from these 
context-based results? 
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3.1. Informants 
In order to minimize contextual factors, such as language choice being affected by various L1’s in the 
classroom, teachers were selected for this study on the basis of 1) being fully licenced to teach 
English, and 2) employed in socio-economically stable areas of Stockholm where most or all of the 
pupils share the L1 with their teacher. All four informants are homeroom teachers, teaching most 
subject areas since first grade, in schools in similar areas and so the groups of pupils are rather 
homogenous. All participants are female, which was not intentional but not surprising since very few 
teachers in the early years of primary school in Sweden are male. 

Teacher K has been a teacher for 41 years, in grades 1-3. She teaches English in full class, with 25 
pupils in second grade. This is their first year of English. They have English once a week, for 60 
minutes and spend the first 20 together with the neighbouring class starting up and watching an 
episode of Kids’ English Zone (produced by the BBC). After that they return to their own classroom 
and two of the pupils usually work in the corridor with other material since they are more advanced 
than the rest of the group. Every now and then the teacher leaves the classroom for a few minutes to 
attend to these two boys. 

Teacher S has been a teacher for grades 1-7 for 11 years with 30 extra ECTS in English and maths. 
She teaches English once a week with her third grade class, first half class, then all together watching 
something on the interactive board, and then the second half. All together each pupil has 80 minutes of 
English a week. She includes a bit of English in first grade, singing a song or doing a game ever now 
and then. In second grade they have half an hour of English.  

Teacher J has been teaching for 16 years. She is licenced to teach grades 1-7. Her focus is Swedish and 
social science but she also has 30 ECTS of English. At her school the pupils start with English in the 
second grade. She has 20 pupils of which three have another first language and three have difficulties 
working in the classroom. One is being investigated for possible ADHD.  

Teacher A has been in the profession for 37 years, licenced to teach grades 1-3 but teaching mostly in 
grades 4-6. She also has Montessori teaching education. During the English lessons the group consists 
of 17 pupils from two different classes, since they have divided two parallel classes into three groups. 
Two of the pupils have lived in an English speaking country for a few years when they were younger, 
which it took her some time to find out since they are rather unwilling to speak English.  

All the teachers are used to having other adults in their classroom since they have all had student 
teachers with them. None of the teachers use a course book in second grade. 

3.2. Material 
An observation scheme was constructed in order to ensure consistency during the classroom visits 
(Appendix 1), based on previous research findings (Chrichton, 2009; Macaro, 2001; Plante, 2000; 
Pennington,1995 ) and personal classroom experience, both as a teacher and a teacher educator. The 
focus of the observation was language use and so the “critical incidents” (Johansson & Svedner, 2010) 
of switches between TL and L1, i e English and Swedish, were marked as a time line in the middle of 
the scheme, where each vertical line marked 2,5 minutes, with brief comments below about lesson 
activities or quotes of L1 use. This timeline offered a clear overview of language use.  
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              A)                                                   B)                                           C) 

TL 

 

L1 

                    

 

Example A indicates monolingual instruction, example B shows intra-sentential code-switching, 
within a sentence, and longer sequences, as in example C, indicate inter-sentential language switching 
(Jingxia, 2010.)   

Above this time line different strategies to offer support and scaffolding while using the TL were 
listed. While the teacher spoke English the observation sheet was used to identify strategies for TL use 
and mark them in the scheme according to the time line. Below the time line functions and lesson 
elements were listed, ticked with an “E” (English) or an “S” (Swedish) to indicate language choice, 
followed by an “i” in cases where the teacher was addressing an individual pupil. 

The way in which a scheme is set up may limit the attention of the observer (McKay, 2006), which is 
both the purpose and a risk. There may be aspects of language use that are not considered in the 
scheme and thus pass unnoticed. Furthermore a certain degree of subjectivity is inevitable when it 
comes to classroom observations (Spada & Fröhlich, 2005) but in order to strive for objectivity the 
categories are all explicit and easy to observe without the need for inference by the researcher. Having 
the scheme divided in the middle, with lesson elements at the bottom and possible strategies used 
while the teacher is speaking in the TL, English, above, makes it lucid and less complex, avoiding 
extensive multidimensional coding of several different aspects simultaneously (McKay, 2005). 

The interviews following the observations were conducted in a semistructured way (Kvale, 1996) 
using 19 key questions (Appendix 2). All informants were asked the same open questions in order to 
encourage them to comment, explain and elaborate as much as possible on their practise, their beliefs 
and ambitions (Johanson & Svedner, 2010). Follow-up questions were asked to clarify their reasoning 
in an attempt to represent reality in as much detail as possible. 

3.3. Procedure 
Teachers from different schools in the Stockholm area were contacted by mail, invited to participate in 
the study. They were informed that the aim of the study was to gain insight into how English as a 
Second Language is taught in grades 2 and 3, but that in order not to influence their actions in the 
classroom they would not be informed about the specific topic and research questions until after the 
three or four classroom observations had been conducted. Six teachers agreed to take part and were 
informed about the procedure of the study and ethical considerations. Two of them turned out to be 
teaching English without proper training and were excluded from the study. 

The data collection was linear (Borg, 1998) and so the observations and interviews were all done 
before the process of analysing and interpreting the results was initiated. 

The teachers had informed the pupils about my presence and the purpose prior to the observations or 
did so on my arrival. They told their pupils I was there to study the implementation of the new 
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curriculum or to learn more about English language teaching. During the classroom observations I sat 
at the back of the classroom and did not participate in the lesson in any way. I was called on twice 
during the observations when teachers wanted help with a word or pronunciation and I offered the 
word only. The observation scheme was used in “real time” to document language use and categorize 
different strategies for TL use and functions for TL and L1 use, by marking these in the appropriate 
field. In order to minimize the intrusive impact of classroom observation the lessons were not 
recorded.  

Within two weeks of the last observation qualitative interviews in Swedish were performed with each 
teacher. These interviews were recorded. The focus of the study was explained initiating these 
interviews; to gain deeper understanding of teachers’ language choices in the classroom. In order to 
encourage the informants to share their thoughts as honestly as possible they were presented with the 
notion that TL dominance has been questioned and that researchers are currently investigating rational 
ways of using both languages in the classroom to support TL learning and that we need to learn more 
about teachers’ language practice. We know that TL use varies significantly, but not we do not know 
the reasons behind that diversity. 

The role of the interviewer was to listen carefully, focus the interview so that the informant did not 
deviate from the topic and encourage elaborate answers by using follow-up questions. Notes were 
taken during the interview in order to keep track of central facts and to formulate follow-up questions. 

3.4. Validity and reliability 
It may not be possible to observe and investigate classroom practice without affecting the teaching in 
any way. Having an observer in the classroom is likely to have a certain effect on the lesson, or at least 
on the teacher. These teachers had not been informed about the focus of the research and so were not 
able to adjust their teaching in any specific way. They were asked not to make any adjustments 
whatsoever while planning or performing the lessons and the observations were conducted in what 
appeared to be typical lessons, connecting in some way to previous lessons. Teacher A followed the 
same basic lesson plan as her colleague. The date and time for the first visit in each class was decided 
on in mail correspondence at least a week in advance. However the following lessons were sometimes 
agreed on only one day in advance. The teachers argued that their pupils are used to having visitors in 
the classroom (parents, special needs teachers or student teachers) and that this did not affect the 
lessons to any noticeable extent. Still, the teachers may very well have monitored their TL use more 
closely than usual, which will be discussed in the analysis. 
 
To ensure validity and reliability an observation scheme was constructed to register language use and 
focus on strategies for TL use and functions for L1 use as objectively and explicitly as possible. 
Focusing on a single person in the classroom, in this case the teacher, facilitates the observation. 
Nevertheless, strategies and functions may be misinterpreted or escape the observer. 
 
The method of using qualitative interview has its limitations. One potential problem is that the 
interviewees are not being completely honest, with the interviewer or even him/herself. They may be 
tempted to answer in a way that they believe to be ”politically correct”. Another possible drawback is 
the fact that the way the focus of the study was introduced may have prompted the answers and that 
questions may be phrased in a way that conveys the researcher’s own beliefs and attitudes and 
influences the respondent in that way (Johanson & Svedner, 2010). A respectful and trusting 
atmosphere is crucial in order to make the interviewee answer as honestly and truthfully as possible. In 
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this case the teachers were being visited and interviewed by a researcher who teaches student teachers. 
The fact that teacher education has promoted target language dominance during the last decades may 
be a factor that prompts teachers to adjust their answers in this situation, assuming that the interviewer 
promotes TL dominance and avoidance of L1. Therefore the teachers were informed about the 
background of this research – that the monolingual policy is being contested and that focus is on 
investigating experienced teachers’ pragmatic use of and beliefs about TL and L1 use in the classroom 
– in an attempt to convey an open-minded attitude and avoid having the informants adjust their 
answers to suit a specific approach. Nevertheless statements and utterances made may have to be read 
in a “symptomatic” rather than vertical way (Kvale, 1996), i e considering the possibility of bias.  
 
The findings in this limited study may not be possible to generalize. All research dealing with human 
activity is context based and context bound. Nevertheless, analyzing these qualitative findings, 
comparing similarities and differences, aiming to reveal the way in which experienced teachers deal 
with balancing language use in their teaching and what components that have shaped their pedagogical 
approaches, may offer guidance to understanding similar classroom situations in other contexts 
(Kvale, 1996).  

3.5. Ethical considerations 
Due to the nature of the study, where teachers’ general TL use was to be observed, the participants 
were, as mentioned above, not informed about the focus of the research. They were approached by 
mail and asked to participate in a study aimed at gaining deeper understanding for how language 
education is carried out with YLL, and to focus on certain aspects, but that these would not be 
revealed until after the observations, in order not to influence their teaching in any particular direction. 
They were also informed they could at any time decline further participation in the study. Prior to the 
interviews they were informed about the purpose of the research and how the data collected during the 
observations and the interviews would be used. Since the observations and the data collection did not 
at all focus on the pupils but on the actions of the teachers no parents were informed or asked to 
consent. The teachers are anonymous and the data has been used in a way that will not reveal the 
identity of the informants or the schools. The information gathered will not be used outside this study. 

3.6. Methods of analysis 
The observation protocols were used to approximate the relation between the amount of TL and L1 in 
the teacher talk, by measuring and comparing the lines representing English and Swedish. This was 
done after the interview with each teacher was performed (since two of the interviews were conducted 
in connection to the last observation). The lesson time where the teacher did not speak was 
disregarded and the total effective lesson time observed with each teacher was determined. Actual TL 
use was quantified in terms of percentage of teacher talk performed in the TL. 

Code-switching incidents were tallied, as was the number of occasions in which the L1 was used by 
the teacher. The L1 can be included in many different ways in the classroom, mixing the languages or 
using them separately. If the teacher uses the L1 only in code-switching, and never makes use of the 
L1 without making connections to the TL, the number of code-switches will relate to the L1 
occurrences in a 2:1 proportion (since a return to the TL after including a word or phrase in the L1 will 
result in two code-switches), indicating that the L1 is used by adding L1 words in TL communication. 
However, code-switching and amount of L1 use do not necessarily correlate, since a teacher may be 
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prone to using L1 without moving back and forth between the languages. This way the amount of 
code-switches and occurrences of L1 use may differ a lot. A teacher who addressed the whole class, or 
an individual pupil, using the L1 only was not code-switching although the L1 occurrences increased. 

Strategies to support comprehension and functions for TL and L1 use that had been ticked during the 
observations were added up for each teacher.  

In order to answer the first research question and investigate to what extent teachers’ beliefs affect 
their teaching approach each case had to be studied individually to uncover such connections, before 
moving on to a cross-case analysis (McKay, 2006). The notes and recordings from the interviews were 
used to add each informant’s responses into a matrix (Appendix 3). These responses, in rather 
informal speech, were added in the form of direct quotes or condensed into key words or phrases. 
Utterances such as: “om man pratar engelska hela tiden”1 were translated into more formal 
terminology, in this case ”TL only”. The recordings made it possible to go back for objective word-
for-word utterances. Each teacher’s statements about classroom practice were compared to the 
observation data in order to uncover whether the observations supported, or contradicted, these claims. 
The data from the observations and the interview of each informant was analysed as systematically as 
possible, question by question, to find connections between reported beliefs, personal experiences, 
attitudes and methods on one hand and classroom implementation on the other.  

Following the study of each case separately, the data from the observations and the interviews, was 
compared in a cross-case analysis aiming to find general and unique patterns in relation to the research 
questions and compare those to the background literature. Possible themes regarding the role and 
origin of personal beliefs had not been anticipated beforehand but emerged through this analysis. To 
answer the second and third research question categories had already been anticipated in the 
observation protocol, with support in previous research.  

4. Results 

4.1. Description of material 

4.1.1. Observation data 

Teacher K was observed during three lessons, 118 minutes in total. On one occasion she taught 39 
pupils in the same classroom, which she reported was nothing unusual. This did not seem to affect the 
amount of TL in any significant way although code-switching increased.  

Teacher S was observed on three occasions, during a total of 158 minutes. Teacher S was consistent 
with her TL, constantly describing her own actions in the TL, including single words of Swedish. 
There were two incidents when she uttered complete sentences in the L1. The TL was used for all 
lesson functions.  

Teacher J was observed teaching on two occasions, during 80 minutes in total. The L1 was included in 
interaction with individual pupils, to clarify instructions and deal with matters of discipline. Several 

                                                        
1 ”If you speak in English the whole time” 
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pupils had difficulties concentrating and focusing on the task, especially during individual assignments 
where many wanted the teacher’s support. 

Teacher A was observed on two occasions, 90 minutes in total. During the first half of the lessons the 
pupils and teacher gathered in a circle, practicing simple dialogues and using objects that were passed 
around. Towards the end of the lesson the content was often connected to other subject areas, such as 
math or biology. This affected TL use dramatically. The lessons were initially conducted mostly in the 
TL, up to 90 %, but ending the L1. 

 

Table 1. Overview of TL and L1 Use 

 Teacher K Teacher S Teacher J Teacher A 

Reported ideal TL use (%) 75% 100% 80/90% 90% 

Report own TL use (%) 60-70% Almost 100% 80% 70% 

Actual average TL use, approximately (%) 65% 98% 70% 65% 

Range of TL use per lesson (%) 55-70% 95-100% 55-80% 55-70% 

Average number of code-switches/hour 71 c-s/h 15 c-s/h 36 c-s/h 99 c-s/h 

Average occurrences of L1/hour 50 L1/h 8 L1/h 58 L1/h 89 L1/h 

 

Table 1 gives an overview of reported ideal and actual TL use. The data in the first two lines emanates 
from the interviews, where the participants were asked to share their thoughts on the ideal amount of 
TL use in teacher talk, and what they believe their actual TL use to be. The rest of the data is based on 
the observations. The range of teacher talk in English refers to the variation in TL use comparing the  

 

Table 2. Functions for L1 Use, Average per 60 Minutes 

 Teacher K Teacher S Teacher J Teacher A Total sum  Total L1 

 TL – L1 TL – L1 TL – L1 TL – L1 TL – L1  

Comprehension 0 - 7  2 - 1  6 - 2  2 - 6  10 - 16 62% 

Checking comp* 1 - 4  4 - 0  8 - 2  1 - 2  14 - 8 36% 

Explanations 1 - 3 1 - 3  2 - 1  1 - 6 5 - 13 72% 

Instructions* 13 - 12 22 - 0  16 - 16 19 - 15  70 - 43  38% 

Discipline 1 - 5 0 - 0 2 -10  2 - 7  5 - 22 81% 

Feedback 3 - 1 4 - 0  9 - 2  8 - 2  24 - 5 17% 

Encouragement 1 - 0  6 - 0  2 -1  0 - 2  9 - 3 25% 

Metacognition 0 - 4  1 - 1 2 -1  0 - 4  3 - 10  77% 

Small-talk 0 - 2  2 - 0 1 - 1 0 - 3  3 - 6 66% 

Non-subj matters 0 - 2  1 - 2  0 - 2  0 - 3  1 - 9 90% 
* Number of incidents excluding listen-and-respond and TPR-activities 
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different lessons observed. The number and length of the observations differed and so the number of 
code-switches and occurrences of L1 use is reported as an average of 60 minutes. Notice how teachers 
S and J illustrate different kinds of L1 inclusion. Whereas teacher S code-switched and spoke English 
including some Swedish, resulting in code-switches and L1 occurrences relating to each other in a 2:1 
proportion, teacher J also spoke only Swedish, to interact with an individual pupil for example, and so 
the number of L1 occurrences increased compared to the amount of code-switches. 

Table 2 shows the different functions for L1 use observed during the lessons. The numbers do not 
reveal the whole truth. Teachers’ actual motives for language choice are not possible to observe. 
Teacher talk may have been offered in both languages or to individual pupils rather than to the whole 
group. Unexpected situations and lesson interruptions impact the last two categories. However these 
numbers give an overview of the balance as far as language choice in the respective classrooms. A 
high percentage of L1, in the last column, indicates that TL use was reduced for this lesson element. 
Notice however that the actual number of occurrences may have been few, as with non-subject 
matters. 

4.1.2. Interview data 

The semi-structured interviews which were conducted with each teacher, lasting 50-75 minutes, 
offered data on their approach to language teaching, what they highlight to be important for YLL and 
how they motivate their language choices and balance the TL and the L1 in their teaching. Apart from 
the questions on how beliefs about TL use have been influenced by their own time in school as a pupil, 
and teacher education, half also moved on to discuss their own personality as a factor affecting their 
approach to language teaching. 

As far as personal experiences go, the informants differ considerably. Teacher K did not learn how to 
read until 6th grade, and had very low self-esteem, while teacher S studied with pupils two grades 
ahead of her age group and was encouraged to take on challenges. Teachers K and A completed their 
teacher education more than 35 years ago while the other two did so during the 90’s and came in 
contact with a teacher who was a strong proponent of “TL only”.  

4.2. Data analysis  
From the data collected, themes emerged connected to the first research question about experiences 
and beliefs that affect teachers’ language choices. These will be described below followed by an 
analysis focusing functions for L1 inclusion and strategies used to facilitate TL comprehension and 
discussions on how these correlate to what was reported during the interviews. 

4.2.1  The teachers’ beliefs about TL use 

4.2.1.1. Balancing comprehension and stress  

The teachers in this study all emphasized that self-confidence and enjoying the English lessons are 
crucial factors in learning a new language during the first years of primary school and that feelings of 
stress and anxiety on the part of the pupil are counterproductive and need to be avoided. However the 
teachers differ significantly in the way they deal with these factors, which is reflected by their 
approach to teaching the new language, their way of using the L1 and their attitude towards the TL. 
Teacher S aims at TL only, claiming that pupils’ comprehension is subordinate. When she perceives 
that the level of stress is unbearable for a pupil she says she attempts to comfort the child physically, 
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stroking them but that she may also make use of the L1 communicating individually with that pupil: 
“Man behöver ju inte vara rigid.”2 In contrast to this view teacher K stresses the paramount 
importance of comprehension. Unless pupils feel safe and competent they may perceive English 
lessons to be scary and difficult, and says: “Det absolut viktigaste när man börjar, oavsett om det är 
årskurs ett eller årskurs tre, det är att inte skrämma livet ur dem som tycker att det är svårt med 
språk.”3 In her view ”TL only” would simply benefit pupils with a talent for learning English and 
would leave the others behind. With this conviction she reports adapting her TL use to the pupils with 
the lowest proficiency. The rest of the teachers agree that the L1 is sometimes necessary to aid 
comprehension. Teacher J claims she does believe in monolingual language acquisition but that this is 
not possible to achieve in a school context. She says: “En åttaåring mäter ju sina kunskaper med att 
jag kan förstå allt vad fröken säger.”4 She admits that the L1 can sometimes offer an “easy way out” 
but be necessary in order not to waste energy. She has arrived at her approach to language balance in 
order to make teaching effective, practical and smooth. Both she and the pupils, she says, may need to 
confirm and ensure that the pupils comprehend, before moving on in the lesson. Still, she considers the 
possibility that her pupils would tolerate a higher TL usage had she been consistent speaking it from 
the beginning. 

All the informants claim to be rather satisfied with their language choices although some groups or 
pupils or situations will decrease the amount of TL that they would have thought ideal.  

Apart from teacher S, all informants argue that foreign language acquisition is rather difficult for many 
children and that as a school subject English is rather neglected in school or by themselves, although 
the pupils are fairly motivated, whereas teacher S states that English is the highlight of the week for 
both her and the pupils. 

4.2.1.2. The influence of personal experience. 

The informants also show a wide range of personal experiences from their own time in school or as 
language learners later on in life. Two of them claim that has influenced their way of teaching, 
adapting more to the kind of pupil they were or the kind of learner they are themselves in the way that 
they conduct their lessons and challenge pupils. Teacher A admits to taking for granted that other 
people learn the same way she does –  she “tar in språket”5 while being surrounded by it. Both 
disassociate from the teaching methods they themselves experienced in school and have reacted rather 
than adapted to those while developing their own approach. These two teachers finished their 
education more than 35 years ago and so their teacher education was not influenced by the ”TL only” 
approach that later permeated teacher education and they cannot recollect the amount of TL use ever 
having been discussed.  

The two informants who completed their teacher education during the 90’s both came in contact with a 
teacher educator who became their role model during their courses in teaching English to young 
learners. This teacher was a strong proponent of ”TL only”, which affected both the informants, one 
teaching the same way today. Teacher J implemented this during her field studies and enjoyed it 

                                                        
2 ”There is no need to be rigid.” 
3 ”The most important thing in the beginning, regardless of whether you start in first or in third grade, is 

not to scare the living daylights out of those who find languages difficult.” 
4 ”After all, an eight-year-old measures her ability by whether she can understand everything the teacher 

says.” 
5 ”takes in the language” 
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although this caused frustration among the pupils: “Jag tänkte att om de fick ha mig som 
engelskalärare nu i en månad så skulle de vänja sig. Man tyckte att man var lite spjutspets.”6 Over the 
years, she says, she has adjusted to a level of TL use that she finds more practical and effective. 
However she doubts whether this is the right approach. The education that these informants received, 
and that addressed the issue of TL use, had great impact on their beliefs about teaching and although 
the two differ in their approach to teaching today, they use their education as a frame of reference.  

Steering documents are reported not to have any influence on TL use. 

4.2.1.3. Internal and external factors affecting language choice 

All four teachers would like to better their English but three of them do not think it would impact the 
amount of TL in the classroom. Teacher J holds the view that one’s own language level has great 
impact on TL use. If she were more secure in the language she would be able to speak it better, she 
says. She considers a situation where she would be teaching Swedish to English pupils. Teaching her 
own L1 she would of course benefit from being the expert, she reasons, being able to use synonyms, 
rephrase and describe more easily, and she would resort less to English even when the pupils were 
frustrated. Having at first reported 80% TL use to be the ideal she revises this opinion: 

Så det [idealet] kanske skulle bli 90/10 [TL/L1] och jag säger emot mig själv. Faktiskt. Ens 
egen trygghet och kunskap avgör. Det måste ju bli så. Det blir en smidighet och bekvämlighet 
för mig också att ta till svenska när jag märker att det blir svårt att uttrycka mig på engelska. 7 

From the data collected in this study it is not possible to draw conclusions as to whether language 
choices are on-the-spot decisions influenced by the pupils and the context or whether these choices are 
predetermined and influenced mostly by beliefs. All the informants have their own personal teaching 
approach although their groups are rather homogenous comparing them to each other. At the same 
time they claim to adjust their TL use to the group although three of them have a hard time deciding 
whether individual students affect their language choice or not. They do not really admit to this and 
there appears to be an undercurrent view that this behaviour should be avoided. Half of them also state 
that teaching parallel groups the amount of TL would end up the same, indicating that in fact the group 
does not affect TL use as much as the beliefs and experiences that the teacher brings into the 
classroom. Factors influencing teachers’ language use seem to be internal rather than external but 
overlapping significantly. Being the first English teacher in their classes these informants are highly 
familiar not only with their pupils but also all material used and all content covered so far which 
makes it possible for them to accommodate to the level of the pupils, predicting what is new and 
where they may need support in the L1. They do use the L1 to compensate for pupils’ low proficiency 
and adjust to the situation in the groups but they do so in a predetermined and strategic way, as part of 
the progression in teaching.  

It seems that subscribing to a TL only approach simplifies decision making in the classroom to a 
certain extent, reducing the number of decisions when it comes to responding to pupils speaking the 
                                                        
6 “I told myself that if they were to have me as their English teacher for a month they would get used to it. We 

thought we were rather cutting edge.” 

7 “So maybe it would be 90/10 and I’m contradicting myself. Actually. One’s own confidence and ability 

determines. It has to be that way. It’s an easy way out for me too to use Swedish when I notice it will be 

difficult to express myself in English.” 
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L1 and how and when to code-switch. The other teachers called for more discussions and input on the 
issues and methods of language choice and teaching, whereas teaching in the TL only is a model that 
reduces these choices.  

However many other external factors that appear to affect TL use apart from personal beliefs, are 
mentioned and observed. Teaching half a group, of 10-14 pupils, makes it possible to gather pupils in 
a circle, use and manipulate objects together, let the pupils repeat and practise individually in front of 
the others and facilitates on-going formative assessment in a way that is not possible teaching before a 
classroom of 28 pupils seated at their desks. Half of the teachers claim that course material makes 
them adapt their TL use in the classroom, for better or worse. The informants report that an important 
factor is knowing the pupils well, with “one’s own” pupils it is easier to teach and know how best to 
adapt language challenges and make use of routines and connecting to other subjects. In addition, the 
advantage of being both the class teacher and the language teacher is the possibility of including the 
TL regularly in every-day activities and topics throughout the day. Teacher J says: 

Jag skulle vilja prata bara engelska och göra det mer frekvent. Hellre tio minuter om dagen än fyrtio 
minuter i veckan. Jag skulle vilja ha specifika stunder på dagen, prata om vad det blir till lunch, 
skolord, vad man ska göra på dagen, datum och dag och så. 8 

This is something she regrets not doing, partly due to lack of time and not prioritizing English: “Oj, 
imorgon är det fredag [d v s engelsklektion] igen”.9 The importance of informing parents about one’s 
approach to the subject and gaining their trust is another aspect that half of them mention. That way 
parents can help convey the idea to their children that they do not need to get worked up but that “det 
[engelskan] kommer”.10 

4.2.2 Actual TL use and functions for L1 use 

The second research question meant to uncover actual TL use and to determine if there are specific 
functions for which the L1 is used. 

As far as actual TL use the data gathered is not in any way precise. However the observations make it 
possible to compare TL use to what is reported in the interviews and rather than determining a certain 
amount, the data can reveal situations and patterns for L1 inclusion. In three of the four classrooms TL 
dropped from the first visit to the last, indicating that teachers may be monitoring their TL language 
use to meet their own ideals during the initial visits or to adapt to what they believe to be politically 
correct, more than towards the end when they were more familiar with the situation and the observer. 
On one occasion teacher K taught 39 pupils in the classroom which did not seem to affect the amount 
of TL input in any noticeable way although code-switching increased significantly, possibly 
suggesting L1 use to be related to efficiency when the level of stress increased or to compensate for 
lack of insight into the proficiency level of the pupils of the parallel class. 

The TL use offered by the teachers in the study ranges between 55-100%, averaging on 75% in the 
group as a whole. All teachers report a slightly higher percentage of TL use than the observations 
indicated, 78%. Although they claim to be rather satisfied with the amount of English they speak in 

                                                        
8  “I would like to speak only English and do it more frequently. I’d rather have ten minutes a day than 

forty minutes a week. I’d like to have certain times during the day, to talk about what’s for lunch, school 
words, what we’re going to do during the day, the date and day and so on.” 

9 ”Oh, tomorrow is Friday [i e English lesson] again.” 
10 ”It [English] will come.” 
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their classrooms there is an undercurrent of beliefs that a good English teacher is one who speaks a lot 
of English. The informants use verbs such as “hope” and “would like to think” when they describe 
their own language practice.  

As can be expected the English lessons in grades 2 and 3 were rather teacher-centred. Due to the age 
and the level of language proficiency of the students, they are focusing on elementary language 
elements and phrases and not able to perform more extensive tasks or interact with each other to any 
large extent. Lesson content included basic questions and answers and topics such as body parts, 
clothes, months and days. Songs were used in two of the classrooms but no rhymes or chants. 
Storybooks and fairy tales work were observed in four of the ten observed lessons. Focus was on 
listening and speaking but in all the classrooms pupils were also confronted with English in writing 
which included phrases they were already familiar with.  

As far as strategic and compensatory L1 use (Pennington, 2005) these appear to overlap to the extent 
that no certain conclusions can be drawn; being in control of most of the TL input and TL 
development of the class they pitch the level of language well which makes their motives strategic as 
well as compensatory. To various extents the L1 is used for all lesson elements. These can be divided 
into two categories, a) for the pedagogical purpose of facilitating learning and b) in order to manage 
the work in the classroom and promote a good environment for learning, what Littlewood and Yu 
(2011) call direct and indirect L1 support.  

4.2.2.1 Using the L1 to enhance language learning 

The first three language functions in table 2 refer to elements meant to enhance learning in a direct 
way, by facilitating and assessing comprehension and explaining.  

All of the teachers can legitimize their L1 inclusion although they find it difficult to specify specific 
functions for L1 use. The dominating motive in the classrooms visited was to facilitate comprehension 
and deal with pupils’ stress, which is evident both in the interview and the observation data. Language 
use to support and assess comprehension differs significantly among the four informants, half leaning 
more towards the TL and half towards L1 use. Whereas most of the participants, to varying degrees, 
use L1 to support comprehension and offer comprehensible input offering verbal rather than visual 
support, teacher S challenges her pupils and reports using “all means at her disposal” before switching 
to Swedish. She is consistent with the TL for all lesson elements, regarding all classroom interaction 
as an opportunity to practice the TL and encourages the pupils to communicate in English. Swedish 
never appeared to be used in order to save time. A pupil complaining about not having a pen was 
encouraged to communicate with a classmate in the TL: “Can you borrow from XX? Ask him if you 
can borrow a pen.”  

Checking comprehension was done by asking questions in English, asking pupils to translate or 
performing listen-and-respond activities making it possible to remain in the TL. Not surprisingly, and 
in accordance with the interviews, comprehension and explanations generate a higher degree of L1 
use. 

These various ways in which the informants make use of the two languages seem to correlate to their 
teaching approach as a whole and how much emphasis they put on comprehension and how to handle 
new language. Comparing teacher K, who focuses more on a bottom-up approach, making her pupils 
aware of the structure of a sentence, the words containing, to teacher S, leaning more towards a top-
down approach, reading stories and focusing on communication and not accuracy, the bottom-up 
approach appears to involve more L1 use, since pupils’ language proficiency was not enough for them 
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to be able to understand discussions about language in the TL. Focusing less on pupils’ comprehension 
and separate words makes it easier to stay in the TL, which is the purpose itself in a TL only approach. 

To different extents teachers K and A, with an older teacher training, include the L1 to compare and 
contrast the languages while the other two model phrases and structures in the TL without comparing. 
Teacher K uses the L1 to write and contrast the two languages on the board, discussing these in the L1 
without using any linguistic terminology. None of the other teachers claim they work explicitly with 
grammar in that way, although teacher A makes quick oral translations: “a, en, shoe”, or “I am, jag är, 
## years old”.  

All the teachers claimed that they can tell by the facial expressions of the pupils whether they 
understand or almost understand the teacher speaking in the TL and that the task of the teacher has a 
lot to do with adapting to the group in that way. If the level of input is too high they risk losing the 
attention of the pupils or have them build up frustration. Thus being able to speak the TL at an 
appropriate level is a skill necessary for both categories, crucial for learning and the classroom 
environment.  

All but teacher K spoke more TL in full-class settings and one-way communication than they did 
circulating in the classroom, interacting with individual pupils and offering support to help pupils 
succeed with their assignment. Teachers S and J highlighted that challenging the pupils is easier 
speaking in front of the whole class. That way the pupils are not addressed individually and they can 
receive help by waiting, watching others follow instructions or interacting with the teacher. Teacher J 
says pupils looking perplex and slightly confused can make her more persistent with an explanation in 
the TL without resorting to the L1. A few pupils may protest when they do not understand which may 
affect the others in a negative way. Frustration spreads easily in a group, she says, and that needs to be 
prevented. More often however it triggers others to want to help and explain. In her experience TL use 
can have the effect of making pupils more attentive if used at an appropriate level and she compares it 
to the way in which the teacher can use her voice to gain the pupils’ attention, either by speaking more 
quietly or more loudly.  

In half of the classrooms the TL ebbed out dramatically towards the second half of the lessons when 
pupils worked on individual assignments or pair work. Contrary to this, teacher K made use of the L1 
to explain and introduce new language during the initial part of the lesson, aiming to clarify 
difficulties and prepare them for the upcoming tasks. While circulating the classroom to listen in on 
pupils performing pair work, her own TL use increased while interacting with them to assess their 
progress. When there was confusion or when the teacher noticed that several pupils were making the 
same mistake the teacher addressed the whole group to clarify.  

Pupils’ questions, which were rarely asked in a whole-class setting in any of the classrooms, were 
almost always in Swedish and resulted in different language use by the teachers. One would encourage 
the pupil to ask in English, one would sometimes translate the question into English followed by the 
answer in English. The last two teachers answered in the L1. According to teacher K a question needs 
to be answered in Swedish, since it is obvious to her that the child does not understand and hence an 
answer in English would be counterproductive and not meet the needs of the pupil. 

Instructions were the most frequent lesson element. This function belongs to both categories, of direct 
and indirect support, since this may be done not only to lead the work in the classroom and offer 
procedural instructions on how to perform an activity, but also in itself as a method to teach and 
practise language. Activities and games based on following instructions, such as TPR and listen-and-
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respond, to consolidate vocabulary and phrases were included in most lessons and consequently this 
language function was mostly performed in the TL only.  

Code-switching was implemented at both intra- and inter-sentential levels and the four teachers had 
their own approach to moving between the languages although they reported not regulating or 
monitoring their language switches according to any specific technique. There was some code-mixing 
where the teacher added a word in Swedish into an English phrase: “and then after, efter, you will…”, 
“I live in a flat, lägenhet”, ”put this in your pärm” (maybe due to not knowing the word for “file” in 
English). At inter-sentential level whole phrases were translated in a similar fashion: “Vem kan hjälpa 
mig? Who can help me?” From the data collected there is nothing indicating that translation causes 
confusion, rather the contrary, making it possible for pupils to comprehend and absorb new language 
offered in the TL with a close connection to the L1. Teacher A, who code-switched the most, “Först 
är det en sweater” 11, sometimes did so to the extent that she used an English word, such as “candle”, 
adding the Swedish inflection: “Plocka upp candlen”.12  

4.2.2.2. Using the L1 to enhance conditions for learning 

Apart from L1 inclusion to facilitate and make learning effective in itself it is also a tool used to 
prevent feelings of anxiety and to contribute to beneficial learning conditions, considering pupils’ 
psychological and social needs. In the class with pupils who had difficulties concentrating and 
remaining on task, the teacher commented on resorting to Swedish for the purpose of being able to 
“move along”, which is not surprising in a classroom where a teacher needs to focus more on 
maintaining pupils’ attention than in the other classrooms. However keeping up a certain pace in the 
instruction is at the same time a pedagogical factor in learning.  

As mentioned above instructions may be a way of practising language but also of managing the work 
in the classroom. When the instruction was not in itself the focus and the content but rather a 
procedural instruction on how to perform a task, either or both languages were used, resulting in the 
most frequent code-switching. Many instructions were reiterated and clarified in the L1. Occasionally 
two of the teachers declared that they would now switch to Swedish to clarify something.  

In matters of disciplining the L1 dominated. Most commonly these were simply short reminders 
asking pupils to return to their assignment or to pay attention. Teacher J initially argued that it would 
not be possible to deal with disruptive behaviour in the TL, but she immediately questions herself – 
why would it not? On one occasion however teacher A addressed a pupil’s difficulties sitting still, 
initially in the TL but then in the L1 commenting on the need to switch to Swedish since he apparently 
did not understand and was not following her instructions thus making code-switching itself part of the 
disciplining. Apart from this incident none of the data suggests that the L1 was made use of to 
demonstrate authority or stress severity. 

There are many ways in which a teacher can give her pupils feedback and encouragement and if the 
teachers expressed this verbally the TL was mostly used, possibly explained by the fact that feedback 
in these classrooms was quite brief, without formative purpose, commenting on pupils’ performances 
with a simple “good, nice job, well done” to praise.  

The L1 was not used to build relationship between these class teachers and their pupils. Hardly any 
small talk was conducted to chat with pupils. On occasions non-subject matters were brought up to 

                                                        
11 “First there’s a sweater.” 
12 ”Pick up the candle.” 
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benefit the atmosphere in the group or individual students, such as having a new baby brother or 
discussing a fight during the break. Many of the lessons visited were conducted in the morning and 
when there was information to be shared such changes in the schedule this was given in the L1. 
Classroom routines were well established and there was generally no need to make use of the L1 to 
implement them. One teacher checked attendance in the TL where the pupils had to answer: “I’m 
here” which appeared to be more for the purpose of having everyone speak up and switch to English 
than anything else. Connecting to other subject areas during English lessons, as teacher A did, made 
the L1 more predominant. Half of the teachers admitted to having forgotten to speak the TL on a few 
occasions, mostly due to drifting into another topic or discussion arising, stress or being tired.  

The atmosphere in the classrooms was quite pleasant. All of the informants had a relaxed attitude 
when it came to making mistakes themselves, usually commenting on that in the L1, to de-dramatize 
and convey to children that mistakes are natural and not very serious; “Nu glömmer jag bort vad det 
heter.” 13, “Det är jag som inte kan engelska.” 14, “Jag försökte luras men det gick inte.”15 Individual 
pupils’ oral attempts to communicate were not corrected. Instead the teacher would on occasion 
highlight and repeat words or phrases with the whole group later on in the lesson. 

Half of the informants shared language learner experiences with the pupils, in Swedish. This 
alignment conveyed to the pupils that the teacher was aware of possible difficulties, possibly for the 
purpose of preventing stress: “Det var någon som tyckte det var svårt med fork. Det tyckte jag också 
när jag var liten. Jag använde uteslutningsmetoden. Nästa svåra sak var att lära sig vad det heter.” 
16”Det som är knepigt på engelska är am/are/is.”17 

On a few occasions other elements of metacognition were observed in the lessons, recapping previous 
lessons, commenting on the purpose or the outcome of an activity or offer praise, most commonly in 
the L1: “Var det svårt? Det var första gången ni gjorde det här”18. One teacher highlights different 
learning styles for the class: “Har har vi en aktivitet som är bra för er som lär er bäst av att lyssna.” 19 
Most teachers stated having had brief discussions on language learning in the beginning, partly as a 
way of dealing with pupils voicing frustration by explaining that it is natural not to understand in the 
beginning, but admitted to not including metacognition regularly and that being an area of 
improvement.  

4.2.3 Strategies to support TL use 

The third research question referred to strategies used to support comprehension in the TL. Apart from 
visual aids the teachers found it difficult to give examples of techniques they use. The observations 

                                                        
13 “Now I forget what it’s called.” 
14 “I’m the one who doesn’t know English.” 
15 “I tried to fool you but it didn’t work.” 
16 "There was someone who thought [understanding the word] ”fork” was difficult. I thought so too when I 

was a child. I used the method of elimination. The next thing that was difficult was to learn the name for 
it. 

17 ”The tricky thing in English is am/are/is.” 
18 ”Was it difficult? This was the first time you did this.” 

19 “Here’s an activity for those of you who learn well by listening.” 
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gave input and when asking the informants about specific strategies they all acknowledged including 
them, although they had not consciously thought of them as strategies.  

All of them used visual aids and body language, which is not surprising as they have a lot of 
experience working with this age group. The observations revealed a variety of activities to support 
comprehension: storybooks, pictures, gestures, TPR, action songs and facial expressions. Three of the 
teachers used the whiteboard at least once during the observations, to write a word or phrase but only 
one used it each lesson. None used the board to draw anything. Generally the TL dominated the most 
on those occasions where the teacher told or read a story using pictures or images visible to the pupils. 
One teacher stresses the benefit of using stories and games that are already familiar to the pupils, in 
order to facilitate comprehension. 

At some point, but to different extents, the teachers called on pupils to translate what they themselves 
had just said into the TL. None of them brought this up as a strategy, possibly indicating that this is 
rather a method to ensure and confirm pupils’ comprehension or involve pupils. One did it to prompt 
pupils who were advanced in English but reluctant to speak up to participate. 

There were not many signs of pausing and repeating in teacher talk in order to facilitate pupils’ input 
and comprehension. Repetition of words and phrases was recurrent during most lessons for the 
purpose of practicing pronunciation and consolidating vocabulary but not as an obvious strategy aid 
understanding.  

Three of the informants claim they adjust their language by using basic vocabulary or simple 
grammar and clear pronunciation. This is confirmed during the observations, the TL seemed well 
adapted to the pupils although this was not possible to register as instances or occurrences. The 
teachers reading from books and telling stories adjusted their tempo of speech to give the pupils more 
time to absorb the content. In the case of teacher J, this had quite a calming effect on the group, 

“Guessing competence” was not actively encouraged during the lessons to any significant degree, 
although teacher S encouraged any reluctant attempts made by a pupil to respond correctly to her 
instructions with an enthusiastic: “yes, yes, yes”. All the informants reported having discussed 
metacognitive topics such as expectations and language learning, but not doing so on a regular basis. 
Most teachers did this when pupils voiced frustration but not as an approach to prevent it. 

4.3 Summary of results 
The study set out to examine TL use during the first year of foreign language instruction in the 
Swedish primary classroom. The first research question focused on teachers’ beliefs on TL versus L1 
use and where these ideas emanate from. The findings suggest that the challenge of balancing 
comprehension and stress is of major concern to primary teachers and that their L1 inclusion is 
motivated by the purpose to prevent YLL anxiety. Personal experiences from school and language 
learning have significant impact on their teaching approach and the way in which they challenge and 
support their pupils. Three out of four do not find a “TL only” approach to be pragmatic. Although 
they report adjusting their language choices to the group of pupils in front of them their personal 
conviction and teaching approach appear to be determined more by internal than external factors.  

The second research question aimed to uncover actual TL use and functions for L1 use. The 
informants let the TL dominate their approaches and are quite aware of their amount of TL use, which 
was approximately 75% in the group as a whole. The L1 is used for pedagogical purposes, as direct 
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support, but also as indirect support to manage the classroom. Functions that generate the most L1 are 
comprehension (to facilitate by adding L1 words or phrases), explanations, procedural instructions and 
discipline. 

The third question dealt with strategies to support comprehension in the TL. Apart from code-
switching of various kinds, a range of visual aids were made use of. Other techniques are included as 
well, such as pupils offering translation, adapting language, using stories and games familiar to the 
pupils. However, the informants are not very aware of or articulate about these strategies, but appear to 
do this rather intuitively. The teachers claim to discuss metacognition with their classes, when the 
topic arises, but not as a recurring strategy for the purpose of preventing stress and having pupils 
accept not understanding everything the teacher says. 

5. Discussion 
 This paper describes four experienced teachers who, using various approaches, methods and 
activities, offer YLL language teaching well adapted to their age and language proficiency while 
allowing TL dominance in the classroom. Although the L1 is included to various degrees, 
encompassing a wide range of approaches and strategies, they share the view that L1 is sometimes 
needed to facilitate comprehension and learning and to deal with learner anxiety. These teachers do 
what modern literature is advising them – they focus on communication and build self-confidence in a 
supportive and safe atmosphere. Furthermore, three of four participants use bilingual techniques, 
highlighting similarities and contrasts between the two languages, as advised by Butzkamm and 
Caldwell (2009) among others. One of the informants presents a special case aiming “for TL only”. 

The limitations of this study are many. The restricted sample size makes it impossible to draw 
conclusions about language teaching in primary schools in Sweden in general. The teachers who 
agreed to participate are unlikely to be representative. However qualitative research requires 
informants that are willing to be observed and share their thoughts and experiences, interested in 
discussing dilemmas of teaching in order for in-depth interviews to be candid and rewarding. Only 
from experienced teachers is it possible to gain understanding for the way that they have come to form 
a pragmatic approach to language teaching and how they balance the use of the TL and the L1. 
Observations were conducted aiming to be as unintrusive as possible. Studies setting out to describe 
exact language use have to be performed with a more quantitative focus. Revealing actual TL use is a 
delicate matter and previous research has proven this to be difficult since data collection itself appears 
to influence TL use (Littlewood & Yu, 2011). The numbers offered in this study to illustrate teachers’ 
TL use simply intend to convey an idea and a background to deeper understanding for language 
choices made and factors impacting the decision-making process. Nevertheless, despite these 
limitations, studies such as this one offer deeper understanding for teachers’ language choices and the 
motives behind them. 

Average TL use among the informants was approximately 75%. Although this percentage is not an 
exact number but a rather inprecise approximation, it indicates that teachers are well aware of their 
language use, echoing findings by Inbar-Louri (2010), as they themselves, as a group, report an 
average TL use to be 78%. Although they claim being satisfied with their language choices, they 
appear slightly remorseful and claim an ideal TL use could be 88%, all being well aware of the 
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monolingual ideal that has prevailed. Similarly, previous studies offer contradictory findings with 
regards to teachers’ feelings of remorse (Littlewood & Yu, 2011; Macaro, 2001; Inbar-Louri, 2010).  

The amount of TL use among the informants varies less than what was reported by the Swedish 
Schools Inspectorate (2008) and is significantly higher than the 50-60% reported by limited studies 
performed in Sweden earlier within the ELLiE project (Tragent Mestres & Lundberg, 2011). This 
supports the claim that the participants are not representative for Swedish primary teachers. The 
informants in this study have volunteered to participate and are all licensed to teach English. The 
finding is not surprising in the light of the large number of English teachers without formal education 
in the subject. One may assume that their language proficiency is generally lower and from what 
student teachers report and what the national evaluation suggests, they generally speak less TL. This 
may also have to do with the fact that many of them, consequently, have not come in contact with 
teacher education promoting “TL only” or extensive TL use. 

The teachers legitimize their L1 use with the motive of balancing support and challenge, which is their 
primary concern as far as language of instruction, and supported by Hall and Cook (2012). Bilingual 
teaching is implemented to enhance learning, what Littlewood and Yu (2011) call direct support. At 
the same time, the participants deal with the two factors of stress and learning and one may argue that 
the direct L1 support also has the indirect purpose of avoiding the kind of frustration and stress that 
may stand in the way of learning. L1 inclusion rises for lesson elements such as explanations and to 
offer comprehensible input, but also indirectly to deal with discipline. Most of the teachers find it 
easier to challenge the pupils with the TL addressing the whole class and the L1 is used more when 
teachers interact with pupils, to ensure that they can succeed with the task, than in one-way 
communication with the group, confirming findings by Pennington (1995). All informants claim they 
make use of the L1 when they find it necessary, interacting with the pupils before them, while at the 
same time factors influencing teachers’ language choices seem to be internal rather than external, 
pointing in the direction of a set and personal teaching agenda defined by their own experiences, 
expectations and thoughts about language acquisition, as found in earlier studies by Inbar-Louri (2010) 
and Pennington (1995). Since the informants are all class teachers who know their pupils very well, 
teaching YLL at a very elementary level, differentiating between compensatory and strategic use the 
way Pennington (1995) suggests, does not seem possible.  

The TL was included in all lesson elements. The findings conform to previous research as far as 
comprehension, procedural instructions and discipline generating more L1 use. However this study 
does not confirm increased L1 use for the purpose of demonstrating authority, giving feedback or 
checking comprehension (V. Cook, 2008; Macaro,1997; Pennington, 2005; Wilkerson, 2008). 
Arguably, this may have to do with the fact that these teachers are very much in control of the TL 
input, aware of the pupils’ progression and their individual needs, have close relationship with their 
pupils and spend a lot of time with them being homeroom teacher. They can tell whether the children 
are following, do not experience the need to demonstrate authority and apart from short verbal 
feedback in the form of praise, also offer this non-verbally and outside the lessons. These benefits 
support the idea that having homeroom teachers teach English may be a way of offering optimal 
conditions for YLL (Pinter, 2006). 

The teachers navigate deliberately between the TL and the L1. Code-switching at an intra-sentential 
level, which was predominant, makes it possible for the pupils to understand and absorb new 
language, as direct support, since the word or phrase is offered both in the TL and the L1 together with 
a clear connection. One teacher used the “sandwiching”, offering TL-L1-TL, and “mirroring” was 
frequently performed in three of the four classrooms, with word-for-word comparisons in the L1 (both 
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suggested by Butzkamm and Caldwell, 2009). From the data collected there is nothing indicating that 
translation causes confusion for YLL as warned by Curtain and Dahlberg (as cited in Lundberg, 2007). 
Apart from code-switching teachers included visual aids such as objects, pictures and gestures to 
facilitate comprehension although they are not very articulate discussing their approaches and have a 
difficult time accounting for strategies they apply. This is problematic. If effective bilingual teaching 
is to be developed and passed on, more understanding for the complexity of language choice is 
necessary as well as an articulate and professional language. 

Furthermore this study raises questions about conditions for language acquisition in the primary 
classroom and the centrality of balancing support and challenge when it comes to pupils’ 
comprehension. What causes a certain child to experience anxiety in the TL dominated classroom – is 
this a matter of language proficiency being too low and of actually not being able to follow, or of 
expecting to understand everything which affects self-esteem negatively – and how can this be 
prevented or dealt with? How does the quantity and quality of the teacher’s TL use affect pupils’ 
language proficiency in the long run? Future studies will need to look into what kind of L1 inclusion 
that benefits most students and whether a bilingual approach should be adapted to different age 
groups. Is there a balance that maximizes learning in a whole group, or does that balance depend on 
the attitudes towards the language, language learning or learning style of each individual pupil?  

The centrality of a positive classroom atmosphere where pupils are motivated and encouraged is 
highlighted by all the informants, as in Hattie’s study (2012). Moreover Hattie stresses that 
metacognition is required for successful learning dominated by the TL. The informants do not appear 
to consider metacognition as a means of preventing learner anxiety and helping pupils cope with not 
understanding, to any large extent. Discussions arise as the pupils voice frustration but are not 
included on a regular basis. Future research is called for to investigate the benefits of metacognitive 
awareness in language instruction for YLL. 

This study has focused on classrooms where all students share an L1 or are at least quite fluent in 
Swedish. The number of pupils with another L1 than Swedish was 16% in 2006 (Myndigheten för 
Skolutveckling, 2008). Further research is called for to investigate the situation in the multicultural 
classroom as far as TL use and possible ways to include the various L1’s represented when the teacher 
does not master those languages. 

Though the participants in this study teach classes that are quite similar and homogenous, and could 
easily have used their own approach in any of the observed classrooms, their teaching differs 
significantly. The results of this study conform to previous research findings regarding the impact of 
personal experience in the development of teachers’ beliefs and how those beliefs may remain intact 
unless they are addressed (Borg, 1998; Cochran-Smith et al, 2011; Zakaria, Care & Griffin, 2011). 
Despite the policy of intra-lingual instruction that has permeated language instruction theory and 
teacher education for many decades, the majority of the informants have found themselves developing 
their own approach to pragmatic inter-lingual teaching, where the L1 is made use of in various ways to 
support learning, without much support from researchers, teacher educators or other stakeholders. The 
paradigm shift in EFL teaching, with researchers dissociating from this monolingual norm (Butzkamm 
& Caldwell, 2009; V. Cook, 2001; Cummins, 2008; Hall & Cook, 2012; Jingxia, 2010; Widdowson, 
2009), suggests techniques to make use of the L1 to benefit learning that teachers have been utilising 
for quite some time, regardless of the L1 ”ban”. Thus recent research may in fact not impact teaching 
practice to any significant degree but rather offer support and understanding for the complex and 
dynamic process of language choice and the consequences and benefits of L1 inclusion that many 
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teachers have been implementing while feeling slightly guilty. Teachers ought to be acknowledged for 
this, often silent, knowledge that research has caught up with.  

Language teacher education needs to highlight and discuss bilingual methods and techniques, in a 
classroom context, not simply as far as what we advise student teachers to do but also in order to raise 
awareness of personal experiences and reflect on those. If teachers’ beliefs affect their actions in the 
classroom, as suggested by this study and those included in the literature review (Borg, 1998; 
Cochran-Smith et al, 2011; Zakaria, Care & Griffin, 2011), teacher education needs to affect those 
beliefs. Language choices need to be deliberate, at least in the beginning, in order to gain experience 
and develop a personal norm that is not primarily influenced by personal experiences. Studies need to 
investigate and interpret experienced teachers’ beliefs and practices, aiming to bridge the gap between 
beliefs and classroom reality that many teachers experience (Hattie, 2012). These may result in a more 
nuanced and humble understanding of all the contextual factors that come into play dealing with YLL 
and then offer possible strategies and solutions in order to improve language teaching that teachers can 
feel satisfied with and proud of, and that pupils will benefit from, as they depart on their language 
learner adventure.  
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Appendix 1:  

Observation scheme 



 

 
 

Observation teacher________________________    grade _________    time __________________   lesson _____________________________________ 
 
TL strategies 
visual aids  visual aids 
facial exp/body   facial exp/body  
pupils’ transl  pupils’ transl 
enc guessing  enc guessing 
adjust tempo  adjust tempo 
pausing  pausing 
repetition  repetition 
other  other 
 
 
 
TL English 
 

      

 
L1 Swedish 
 

      

 
 
 
Lesson content 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
L Functions  
comprehension  comprehension 
checking comp  checking comp 
explaining   explaining  
instructions  instructions 
discipline  discipline 
feedback  feedback 
encouragement  encouragement 
metacognition  metacognition 
small talk  small talk 
non-subj matters  non-subj matters 



 

 
 

Appendix 2: 

Interview questions  
(in Swedish and English) 
 

  



 

 
 

Intervjufrågor 
 
Föreställningar och ideal: 
 

1. Vad är det mest centrala i engelskundervisningen enligt dig? Vad är det viktigaste för eleverna 

i engelska åk 1-3? 

2. Den ideala språkundervisningen, hur ser den ut enligt dig, vad det gäller lärarens användning 

av svenska resp engelska i klassrummet? 

3. Varifrån kommer din uppfattning?  

I vilken utsträckning känner du att du har påverkats av din egen skolgång, utbildning, 

styrdokument, erfarenhet, fortbildning, forskning, kollegor? 

Beskriv dina minnen av din engelskundervisning som elev. 

Minns du att ni diskuterade målspråksanvändning under utbildningen? 

4. Diskuterar du engelskundervisning och språkanvändning med kollegor? 

Har du fått fortbildning? 

5. Finns det vissa specifika situationer då läraren bör använda svenska?  

Lärarens egen språkinsats: 
 

6. Undervisar du i enlighet med din övertygelse? Beskriv.   

7. Varför använder du engelska resp svenska i den utsträckning du gör? 

8. Är du nöjd med dina språkval i klassrummet? Känner du eller tycker du att du borde göra 

annorlunda på något sätt? Varför?  

Vad skulle behövas för att det skulle bli så?  

9. Har din språkanvändning förändrats med åren? Hur? Varför? 

Vad styr språkvalen i klassrummet: 
 

10. Vad styr dina språkval i klassrummet?  

Gör du medvetna eller omedvetna val? 

Är det konstanta överväganden?  

Är det något du vet eller har en plan för när du börjar lektionen?  

Finns det vissa elever som får dig att byta språk? I helklass eller individuellt? 

11. Upplever du att elevernas uppmärksamhet påverkas av vilket språk du talar? Hur? 

12. Talar du mer engelska i åk 3 än i åk 1 eller är det bara språknivån som ändras? 

13. Påverkas dina språkval av din egen nivå i engelska?  

Känns det naturligt för dig att tala engelska? 

14. Glömmer du bort dig ibland? 



 

 
 

15. Hur viktigt är det att eleverna förstår vad du säger?  

Hur väl vet du huruvida eleverna hänger med? 

Finns det elever som protesterar eleverna om de inte förstår? 

Strategier: 
 

16. Använder du vissa strategier för att underlätta förståelse och förtydliga medan du talar 

engelska?  

Anpassar du din muntliga engelska på något sätt? Hur? 

17. Talar du olika mycket engelska med olika elever i klassrummet? 

18. Pratar du med eleverna om språkinlärning? Hur? 

Mina besök: 
 

19. Mina besök – har de varit vanliga lektioner? Har min närvaro påverkat dig eller eleverna på 

något sätt? 

Hur mycket utbildning i engelska?  

Examensår? 

 

 

  



 

 
 

Interview questions in English 
 
Beliefs and ideals: 
 

1. What are the most important aspects of English teaching according to you? What is most 

important for pupils in grades 1-3? 

2. What is the ideal language education, according to you, with regard to teachers’ use of 

Swedish and English in the classroom? 

3. Where do your beliefs come from?  

To what extent do you believe you have been influenced by your own time in school, your 

education, steering documents, experiences, further training, research, colleagues? 

Describe your memories of English lessons, as a pupil. 

Do you remember having discussed TL use during your education? 

4. Do you discuss English teaching and language use with your colleagues? 

Have you received further training? 

5. Are there specific situations when the teacher ought to speak Swedish? 

The teacher’s own language use: 
 

6. Do you teach according to your own conviction? Describe. 

7. Why do you use English and/or Swedish in the way that you do? 

8. Are you satisfied with your language choices in the classroom? Do you feel, or think, that you 

ought to do things differently in any way? Why? 

9. Has your language use changed over the years? How? Why? 

What impacts language choices in the classroom: 
 

10. What impacts your language choices in the classroom? 

Do you make deliberate or unconscious choices? 

Is it a matter of constant consideration? 

Is it something you know or have a plan for as you begin the lesson? 

Are there individual pupils who make you switch language? In full class or talking with a 

specific pupil? 

11. Do you feel that the pupils’ attention is affected by your language choice? How? 

12. Do you speak more English in grade 3 than in grade 1 or do you simply adjust the level? 

13. Are your language choices affected by your own language proficiency in English?  

Does it feel natural for you to speak English? 

14. Do you sometimes forget to speak English? 



 

 
 

15. How important is it that the pupils understand what you are saying?  

How well do you know whether the pupils are following you or not? 

Are there pupils who protest if they don’t understand? 

Strategies: 
 

16. Are there certain strategies you use to facilitate understanding and clarify while you are 

speaking English? 

Do you adjust your English in any way? How? 

17. Do you adjust the amount of English you use depending on which pupil you are speaking to in 

the classroom? 

18. Do you discuss language acquisition and learning with your pupils? How? 

My visits: 
 

19. My visits – have those been normal lessons? Has my presence affected you or your pupils in 

any way? 

How much English education?  

Year of graduation? 



 

 
 

Appendix 3:  

Summery of interview data  
(in Swedish and English)



 

 
 

 K S J A 
Ideal och föreställningar 
1. Mest 
centralt i 
engelska  
åk 1-3? 

Tilltro till sig själv, inte 
skrämma livet ur dem, inte 
bli rädda, känna att de 
klarar. Det ska inte vara 
dramatiskt.  
Trygghet, lita på läraren och 
ha bra kommunikation. 
Säga till när de inte förstår. 
De kan tycka att det är nytt 
och knepigt och lite läskigt. 
Bra dialog, uppmuntrar dem 
att reagera. 
Eleverna pratar engelska då 
de ska, i par, ska vara säkra 
på förhand. 

Kommunikation och att det är kul. 
Har man kul så lär man sig. 
Slappna av, ha kul, man förstår inte 
vartenda ord men man ser vad de 
andra gör. Att känna att man lär sig. 
Självförtroende, jag kan. Viktigast i 
ettan: att slappna av, ok att inte 
fatta allt. Det är som L1 – bebisen 
försöker och får bekräftelse och 
uppmuntran av föräldrarna. Sen att 
börja prata med varandra, säga det 
man kan. ”Jag VILL att ni pratar, 
men på engelska.” Blanda in ett ord 
på engelska i alla fall, för ofta när 
man säger ett ord så kommer det 
flera. Åk 2: aktivt, göra, använda 
kroppen, helklass. Åk 3: mer 
interagera, vill att de börjar prata 
engelska med varandra. 

Glädjen, lust att prata och uttrycka sig. 
Att man får känslan att man börjar 
behärskar ett nytt språk och kan förstå 
och svara. 

Börja våga, tro på att de kan, 
att de törs lyssna, inte bara 
säga ”jag förstår inte”. Det 
viktigaste är att de vågar 
börja prata själva. Språk 
måste vara roligt. 

2. Idealet  
en - sv? 
 

75-25 
Vill förklara på svenska. 
TLO skulle bara gynna de 
som har lätt för språk. 
Det bästa vore en skvätt 
engelska varje dag. 

100% absolut.  
 

80-20 
Man behöver stötta upp med svenska. 
Tror på teorin om att lära sig som L1, 
men engelska i skolan är begränsad tid, 
isolerade tidpunkter, inte varje dag. 
Eleverna behöver hjälp att  förstå.  

90-10 
Svenska undantagsvis 
Viktigare att man 
kommunicerar än att det är 
rätt. 

3. Varifrån 
kommer den 
uppfattningen? 
Påverkan? 

Egen barndom definitivt. 
Egna rullgardiner, förstod 
inte, kunde inte läsa. 
Nöjd med utbildning – fick 
mer sig: ”Hur?” 
Påverkas av att se eller ha 
kollegor i klassrummet, 
positivt. Planerar allt ihop 

Från förskollärarutbildningen: alla 
ska med. Från sva – språkbad, så 
mycket som möjligt. Pratar de 
svenska så tänker de på svenska. 
Även svenskundervisning: leka 
med ord, dränka dem med ord. Bra 
om man kan börja tänka på 
engelska. Utbildning: Z en förebild. 

Erfarenhet, praktiskt, genomförbart, 
smidigt arbete i klassrummet.  
Lite influenser från kollegor, paradoxalt 
nog. 
Har inte någon fortbildning. Fokus har 
varit på sv och ma. 
På LHS: diskuterade TL. Vi var rörande 
överens om 100% TL, som Z 

Inte utbildningen, inte egen 
skolgång 
Egen erfarenhet, hur man 
själv fungerar som person, 
om jag omges av ett språk så 
tar jag in språket. Tar lång 
tid för mig att plugga, 
studera in ett språk, jämföra. 



 

 
 

 K S J A 
med grannen, i det lilla. Jobbade parallellt, kunde direkt gå 

ut och använda det hon fick direkt i 
klassrummet. 
Inte från styrdokumenten! 

förespråkade. Vi var många som gjorde 
det på VFU. Pratade bara engelska. 
Frustrerade elever men tänkte att 
eleverna inte var vana. ”Hade de fått ha 
mig en månad hade de fått vänja sig. 
”Man kände sig som en spjutspets.” 

En del behöver 
upprepningar men det blev 
träigt. Jag behöver variation, 
det berikar mig. Då tror jag 
ju att andra är som jag. 
Diskuterade inte TL use 
under utbildning. 
Språkbadade utomlands. Det 
har påverkat. 
Är mer insatt i 
styrdokumenten nu, vet att 
hon gör rätt saker. Tvingas 
titta vad de ska kunna. 

4. Samarbete 
med kollegor?  

Förståelse och upplägg 
allmänt, men inte hur 
mycket engelska. Har 
diskuterat hur viktigt 
förståelse är, att inte 
skrämma. 

Kollegor har samma bakgrund, läst 
för H, vi är väldigt eniga. 
Ämnesdiskussioner, vi tycker 
väldigt lika med material o s v. Jag 
tror att alla pratar engelska, de 
säger att de gör det, men de jobbar 
mest på mellanstadiet. Samplanerar 
temaområden men gör på olika sätt 
med parallellkollegan. 

Vi har diskuterat Lgr 11. Vi diskuterar 
inte språkanv. Men vi gör nog väldigt 
olika. Många tycker undervisningen 
flyter på bättre med lite svenska, att de 
får bekräftelse. Tyvärr för lite samarbete 
kring innehåll. Engelskan är 
styvmoderligt behandlad, prioriterar sv, 
ma. Engelska borde vara det roligaste 
att jobba med. 

Inget samarbete (har alla 
tvåorna), ingen fortbildning, 
saknar det. Det är det vi 
behöver. Eleverna är så 
mycket duktigare nu. 

5. Situationer 
då L1 bör 
användas? 

Förklara grammatik, 
ordföljd, hur det hänger 
ihop. 
Översätter ibland ihop med 
elever i dramaform – vad 
skulle hon säga, hur skulle 
det låta på engelska (mest i 
åk 3). 
Instruktioner ibland på sv, 
först eng – sv (säger sen sv 
sen eng). 
(Disciplin men har inga 

Om stressnivån blir för hög. Först 
försöker man lugna fysiskt, vara 
nära, stryka, om det inte hjälper får 
man växla till svenska. Man 
behöver inte vara rigid.  
Kommer att följa med upp på 
mellanstadiet. Kommer då att ta 
grammatik på engelska men arbeta 
parallellt med svenska 
grammatiken. 

Nej, inte specifika situationer. När 
läraren känner att det behövs, efter 
behov. 
Pratar inte om grammatik i tvåan. 
Senare kanske, lite på svenska. 

Om någon gör sig illa. 
Man får sticka in svenska 
när de ser ut som 
fågelholkar. Behöver få dem 
att förstå när de sitter med 
helt tom blick.  



 

 
 

 K S J A 
sådana problem, jobbar 
mycket med det) 
Instruktioner, placeringar 
etc, beror på vem det är. 

Egen språkinsats 
6. Enligt 
övertygelse? 

Är nöjd. Hoppas hon gör 
75-25 men pratar nog 
mindre. Men mest engelska. 
Svårt tänka sig hur man gör. 
Har många andra projekt på 
gång, inte fokus på 
engelska. Det är så mycket 
man ska göra. 
Tidigare – fraser, om 
lunchen, hälsningar. Det 
man lika gärna kan ta på 
engelska. De lärde sig 
massor. Översatte inte då, 
för de blev uppenbart vad 
det var för mat. 
Undervisar helst i 
dramaform, spela, öva 
dialog, bygga teater. Lär sig 
en skvätt, bygger på. Annat 
fokus, avdramatisera 
engelskan. Inte märka det, 
inte fokus på att någon ska 
lyssna på ens engelska, utan 
ha roligt, spela teater. 
Viktigt att få öva utan att 
alla hör. 
Meta – lärstilar – nu 
kommer något för er som 
har bra öron. 

För det mesta nöjd. 
Det varierar, vissa dåliga dagar 
(ryggproblem och smärta) blir 
engelskan blockerad, jag får sämre 
flyt (i båda språken). För det mesta 
känner jag yippie. 
De tycker engelska är kul. 
Funkade med TLO i min förra 
klasser men nu har jag elever som 
man inte har diagnosticerat, men 
jag känner att om stresströskeln 
skulle bli för hög så skulle de bara 
skrika och då går det inte att göra 
något i alla fall, så då har jag 
använt mer svenska nu än jag 
brukar. Sa till en av dem idag. 
Något av dem orden kan du – hur 
säger man jag. Ta hand om dig, så 
hjälper jag dig sen. Trögt. Sen var 
hela meningen på engelska. Det är 
att spela lite teater 
Klart att det går fortare och lättare 
att använda svenska, men vi leker 
ju.  
 

Hoppas och tror jag gör 80-20.  
Jag skulle vilja prata mer engelska, och 
göra det mer frekvent. Hellre 
tio minuter om dagen bara på engelska, 
småpass här och där, småprat om (dag, 
datum, skolord, lunch) vore bra.  
Frågan är, om jag hade varit benhård 
från början, och bara pratat engelska på 
engelsklektionerna sen i augusti, då 
kanske de hade varit vana, att inte ha 
100% koll på uppgifter och veta exakt 
vad de ska göra. Jag är inte övertygad 
om att jag gör rätt. 
Jag tror inte jag undervisar som om det 
var ett förståspråk alltid. 
 

70-30 gissningsvis, lite lågt 
räknat. 



 

 
 

 K S J A 
Viktigt att alla ämnen 
samverkar. 

7. Varför 
denna 
fördelning? 

Så de förstår, inte blir rädda. Tror på språkbad, L1 – TL. 
Egen övertygelse 
De kan mer än de tror, ska ta 
steget. 

Ibland the easy way out, för att komma 
vidare i arbetet. För att slippa slösa 
energi, spara tid, komma vidare. Ofta 
behöver elever får bekräftat att de visst 
förstår, det är det vanligaste.  
Kollektiv frustration ibland – hon pratar 
ju bara engelska. Barnen behöver slippa 
blockeringar som kan uppstå när man 
tror att man inte förstår. En del förstår 
allt. 
Disciplin – jag kan inte säga åt någon att 
gå och sätta sig eller sluta leka med 
tejpen på engelska (men tycker 
egentligen det.) 
 

När de inte förstår, ser ut 
som fågelholkar. 

8. Nöjd? Är nöjd. Ingen ska behöva 
känna sig dum. 
Mindre grupper lättare. 
Kunna hantera mer 
avancerade elever, de får 
jobba för självständigt. 
Bra med hel lektion, men en 
gång i veckan är för lite. 
Ska lägga in mer småprat 
varje dag. 
Icke-ämnesgrejer på sv, 
borde ändra på det, har gjort 
det förr. 
 
 

Ja. Borde kunna ta disciplin även på 
engelska. Skulle vilja prata engelska 
mer frekvent. Det skulle krävas att jag 
planerade, strukturerade upp över en 
längre period, t ex två år, för att klargöra 
för mig själv, ännu tydligare. Jag vet 
mål och styrdokument, men för att 
klargöra för mig själv, progression, hur 
ser vägen ut, så jag inte behöver tänka. 
Engelska har för låg prioritet. Oj, 
engelska imorgon igen. 

Är nöjd, det beror på lugnet 
i gruppen, om det händer 
saker. 

9. Förändring 
med åren? 

Nej, andel engelska har inte 
förändrats. 

Har pratat lika mycket engelska 
hela tiden, inspirerad av Z. 

Ja, nu lite mer svenska. 
Intention var att prata bara engelska, 

(Mest mellanstadiet innan, 
helt och hållet engelska där.) 



 

 
 

 K S J A 
Eleverna var duktigare 
tidigare, hade mer 
undervisning 80-90-tal. Tre 
gånger i veckan, kortare 
stunder, befäste bättre, mer 
repetition. 

Kickstart, fick idéer och så var 
planeringen klar. Känner sämre 
flyt, läser inte lika mycket nu. 
Pratar inte engelska utanför skolan, 
men talar lika mycket engelska. 

gjorde det. Hade engelska från trean då. 
Det var mer sång, rim, ramsor, annat 
läromedel. Har inte läromedel nu, utgår 
från allt möjligt. Har förändrats 
succesivt. 

Beror på årskurs. Lärobok i 
trean, följer manus, det blir 
torftigare runt ikring, 
roligare utan bok. 

Vad styr språkvalen? 
10 Vad styr 
språkval? 
Medvetna val? 

Ingen kan tillgodose 27 
individers behov. Därför 
riktar jag mig åt den som är 
sist i vagnen, dens behov, 
den anger tonen, 
hastigheten i 
undervisningen, ingen ska 
ramla av spåret. 
Skulle anpassa mig efter 
olika grupper, prata olika 
mycket engelska. 
Syftet styr – vad ska de ha 
med sig ut efter lektionen? 
Hade mer noggranna planer 
tidigare, är flexibel men vet 
vad jag vill. 
Planerar ej språkanv 
(kanske förr), men vet 
ungefär var det kommer att 
hamna. 
Både konstanta 
överväganden och 
omedvetna val, både 
övertygelse och gruppen. 
Om elever har frågor så 
frågar de mig på svenska. 
Då svarar jag på svenska. 

Svenska om en elev blir 
överstressad och låser sig. 
Att ta till L1 är alltid ett aktivt val.  
De går bara i trean och om de vill 
säga något på svenska säger jag vi 
kan ta det på engelska och då gör 
de det. De kan alltid kommunicera. 
Har tre elever, som lätt låser sig, 
men det är nog bara en kvar nu, de 
andra har tagit klivet. Har en elev 
som blir helt låst, i flera ämnen – 
kan inte, vet inte, kan inte ett enda 
ord. ”Jag är inte din mamma. Säg 
till när du har lugnat ner dig, jag 
kan inte hjälpa dig när du är sådär.” 
Svenska mest mellan fyra ögon. 
Utv.samtal: du har kunskaperna! 
Idag pratade hon engelska hela 
lektionen.  
Helklass försöker på engelska fram 
till att någon förstår. 
 
Kommunicerar på engelska även 
när kollegor kommer in. 

Gör medvetna val. 
Engelska när jag behöver vara modell 
för det de ska lära sig. Jag försöker alltid 
vara tydlig med mål, den här lektionen 
ska ni få… på eng (Jag: sv), men jag ser 
till att de vet vad de ska göra på 
svenska, både och. 
Jag väljer att prata svenska när det 
behövs förlösande ord. Nu behöver 
eleverna, och jag, bekräftelse på att de 
förstått. Konstanta överväganden, beror 
på eleverna, ingen plan innan. Det 
skulle nog bli likadant i parallellklass, så 
det kanske är tänkt på förhand. Har nog 
landat i ”det här behöver sägas på 
svenska. Och då blir det så, forever.”  
Språkbyte mest för elever individuellt. 
Ibland kan det ju bli så att jag säger 
något i helklass och så börjar bli 
fundersamma, de tittar på varandra, då 
försöker jag ännu mer få dem att förstå 
på engelska, utmanar dem, blir mer 
envis. Men om någon enskilt håller på 
att bli tokig blir det svenska: ”Du ska 
alltså…”. 
Ibland tilltalar de mig på engelska. 
Ibland på svenska och då kan jag 

Omedvetet, ingen plan. 
Ingen skillnad. 



 

 
 

 K S J A 
De frågar ju för att de inte 
har hängt med. Kan också 
säga: Nu fick jag en 
intressant fråga, och 
förklara på svenska. Sen 
kan jag säga på engelska. Så 
de får de parallellt. 
Pratar engelska i 
pararbeteshjälp, då pratar 
jag engelska. Då ska de 
redan vara så säkra så det 
går, är roligt. 

upprepa frågan på engelska och svara på 
engelska. 
Ingen elev påverkar språkval i hela 
klassen. 

11. Påverkas 
uppmärk-
samhet? 

Nej, tycker inte det. Nog ingen skillnad. Men det är på 
olika plan. Här är de mer inställda 
på ett skojsigt interagerande 
lektionsupplägg. För att få bra 
betyg i ma ska de ha ett tydligt, 
avskalat och klart resonemang. I sv 
en tydlig röd tråd men målande 
kunna brodera ut den. Jfr skillnad 
på samma häst vid dressyr- 
och  hopptävling?  

De blir mer uppmärksamma på 
engelska, om det är på rätt nivå, om de 
har ett hum. Det måste man känna av. 
Det är lite som med röst, man kan få 
eller mista den om man talar starkt, 
svagt. Så om de har ett hum. Men pratar 
man och det blir som kinesiska så tappar 
men dem. 

Uppmärksamheten har inte 
med språket att göra. 

12. Vad 
ändras 1-3? 

Ja, absolut. Översätter mer 
tillsammans med eleverna 
när de är äldre; Vad skulle 
det heta på engelska? 

Lika mycket (men de har längre 
lektioner i trean.) 

Bara nivån ändras.  Andra ord. 
Pratar totalt mindre engelska 
nu, mindre tid. 

13. Påverkar 
egen nivå? 
Naturligt? 

Känner sig inte så duktig 
men skulle inte påverkas av 
bättre engelska. Pratar 
hellre än bra. Det känns 
naturligt, har inte 
språkspärrar längre. 

Det känns mer naturligt i trean, för 
att det är mer tid, man håller igång 
den. I klassrummet känns det helt 
naturligt, jag är van att fåna mig. 
Läser inte så mycket som när jag 
pluggade. 
Min engelska går ner, blir 
sluddrigare, när de blir stissiga och 

Egna nivån påverkar absolut, vill ha 
bättre engelska, behöver uppdateras 
konstant, skulle vilja besöka engelska 
skolor och så.  
(Jag ifrågasätter: om 80-20 är optimalt 
och du gör det, är du då inte nöjd? ) 
Man ska ligga mycket högre än 
eleverna. Hur mycket engelska jag 

Ja den påverkar, men jag 
kastar mig handlöst in i 
språket. 
Det känns naturligt att prata 
i klassrummet, svårare med 
samtal. 
Envägskommunikation är 
enklare. 
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låser sig. De hör det. pratar ska inte hänga ihop med mina 

engelskakunskaper egentligen. Tror att 
om jag var mer säker skulle jag kunna 
tala bättre. Jag tänker på omvänd 
situation om jag skulle lära engelska 
barn svenska. Jag skulle utnyttja att jag 
var expert på svenska, även när de var 
frustrerade, och förklara på svenska. Så 
då kanske det skulle bli 90-10 och jag 
säger emot mig själv. Faktiskt. Ens egen 
trygghet och kunskap avgör. Det måste 
ju bli så. Det blir en smidighet och 
bekvämlighet för mig också att ta till 
svensk när jag märker att det blir svårt 
att uttrycka sig på engelska.  
Det känns naturligt att prata engelska i 
klassrummet. Även utanför. 

14. Glömmer 
sig? 

Ibland hamnar man i diket 
och glömmer bort sig, men 
det handlar mer om 
innehåll, så följer språket 
med, t ex en intressant 
fråga. Ibland blir man lurad 
i diket ibland är det 
medvetet val att nappa. 

Nej. Ibland, påminner mig själv om att gå 
tillbaka till engelska. Mer då jag pratar 
enskilt. 

Har gjort det en gång 
nyligen, en klapplek som 
involverade matte. Blev 
stressad och fokuserade på 
matten tydligen. 

15. Hur viktig 
är förståelse? 

Jätteviktig! Ser på ögonen 
vilka som inte hänger med. 
En del vill dölja att de inte 
förstår, inte många. Men 
fler säger ifrån och 
protesterar om de inte 
förstår. Går runt mycket och 
kollar av pararbete, gör då 
bedömning, det här var för 

Det är det inte. De förstår inte!  
Jag ser om de hänger med, 
ansiktena. Kör stickprov, det är de 
vana vid. 
De överaskar mig nu, nu poppar det 
upp, du kan såhär mycket. De har 
slappnat av, smittar att andra tar 
hela meningar på engelska. De vet 
vad som gäller. 

Inte så viktigt i teorin, viktigaste är att 
de vänjer sig vid språkmelodin, uttal, 
härma ljuden, vänjer sina egna munnar. 
Men i praktiken så är det inte så. Vilka 
bra frågor.  
En åttaåring mäter ju sina kunskaper 
med att jag kan förstå allt vad fröken 
säger eller jag kan läsa allt som står på 
pappret eller förstå allt i Kids’ English 

Vissa var olyckliga och 
protesterade i början. Jag sa 
att det ordnar sig då det 
kommer upp. En del elever 
vet man inte riktigt om de 
hänger med men man ser om 
de törs, om de kan skriva 
enstaka ord, rita till bild. 
Ingen protesterar längre. 
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tidigt, det här behöver vi 
göra mer. Skulle vilja ha 
bättre koll, för många 
elever. Fullt sjå att ha alla 
på banan. 

Eleverna protesterar inte, de är 
vana. Men de kan hålla kvar vid 
svenskan. (Svårt när föräldrar säger 
att engelskan är så svår, hindrar 
barnet!) 

Zone som vi tittar ganska mycket på. 
Bedömer förståelse på deras aktivitet, 
övningar, uppgifter, samtal. Men det 
behöver inte vara att man är så aktiv, 
man kan se i deras ögon, blickar, är 
blicken med, som barnen som står 
bredvid och tittar på men tar in allt. 
Vet inte alltför väl hur de ligger till, men 
hyffsat, försöker lyssna mycket, två och 
två.  
Några protesterar, ibland påverkar det 
andra, grupptryck, men inte mycket. 
Många blir angelägna om att förklara, 
det triggar dem. 

Strategier 
16. Strategier? 
Anpassning? 

Svårt peka på men: 
Förklara på svenska, 
ordföljd, grammatik, 
jämföra. 
Är något för svårt struntar 
vi i det, skalar av. Måste 
inte kunna allt nu. 
Drama med kollegan. 
Kids’ English zone. 
Variation. 
Drama (motivation, våga) – 
alla i dialog mot lärare, 
pojkar, flickor. 
Öva in dialog med någon 
annan. 
Visa föremål, rita. 
Omväxla moment. 
Repetera mycket. 
Omväxling, röra på sig. 

Kroppsspråk, förförståelse 
(berättelser de kan), (jag: objekt), 
bilder, spela teater, leka. 
Växlar hur mycket jag anpassar 
mig, pratar långsammare, 
infinitivformer, mer bebisspråk. 
Jag har Z som förebild. Man tar till 
alla sätt. 
Det bästa är när jag förklarar på 
engelska, och de nästan förstår och 
jag ser vilka som är med på tåget 
och de går in och förklarar på 
engelska, interagerar med mig eller 
visar att den har förstått och de 
andra får bekräftat att ja just det, vi 
kan förstå det här, då borde jag 
också förstå, då blir det mer.   

Bilder, kroppspråk, visa, charader, 
gester, skriva. 
Jag: ber andra om översättning. Ja. 
Anpassar språk: få ord, långsamt tal. 

Utvärdera till nästa lektion? 
Koppla ord till bild. 
Visuellt, ordkort, 
kroppspråk. Olika lärstilar. 
Har ibland låtit de duktigare 
översätta men brukar inte 
göra det. 
Vet inte hur jag anpassar, 
pratar inte så fort – jag kan 
inte det. Tänker på vad jag 
betonar, pratar lugnt. 
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17. Olika med 
olika elever? 

Nja, kanske. Jo. Olika mycket, eller om olika saker. 
Berömmer olika saker. 
En elev (se 10) 

Tveksam. Jo. Vad beror det på? Tror inte det. 

18. Meta? Ja, bjuder på egna 
erfarenheter, pratar om 
olika lärstilar. Det finns 
inga dumma frågor, bara 
dumma lärarsvar. Alla ska 
våga fråga. 
Borde bli bättre på att knyta 
ihop lektionen, vad lärde vi 
oss idag. 

Tryggar föräldrar först. Berättar om 
min undervisning, såhär gör jag, det 
kommer, som L1.  
Med eleverna, ok att inte förstå, titta 
på varandra, håll hjärnan lugn. Det 
blir en lek. Känns det jobbigt, kom 
till mig. 
Vi jobbar med mål och 
förväntningar i början av varje 
termin. Eleverna gör egna matriser.  

Pratar lite om det. Skulle kunna prata 
mer med dem om det i helklass. Det 
blir mest på utvecklingssamtal. Vi har 
en fråga i IUP. Tycker du att du får den 
hjälp du behöver. Då var det just 
engelska, att det var värdelöst med 
engelska, just för att hen inte förstår allt 
jag säger. Det är just det: ”jag fattar 
ingenting.” 
Vi pratar lite om förväntningar och 
inlärning, om när jag pratar engelska. 
Att man inte kan allt. Språk handlar 
mer om att förstå budskap än detaljer. 
Brukar prata om syftet. Målet är att ni 
ska kunna det här. 
Jag säger att det är för att ni ska vänja 
er, inte för att ni ska förstå allting eller 
kunna lika mycket som jag och även för 
att ni ska upptäcka att även när ni inte 
tror att ni har förstått så har ni det. 
Går att vända frustration genom att 
sätta ord på det, jaja, jag ska inte förstå 
allt. Jag borde vara mer konsekvent, 
inte serva dem med översättningar. Jag 
kommer att ändra min undervisning 
efter det här. 

Bara någon enstaka gång, 
när de protesterar, när det 
kommer upp. 

19. Var 
lektionerna 
som vanligt? 

Ja verkligen. Ja, de är vana. Första lektionen påverkade mig. Gjorde 
det jag hade tänkt, men gick igenom 
mer noga innan. Eleverna påverkades 
inte, inte språkanvändning. 

Ja 
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Ideals and beliefs 
1 Most 
important 
grades 1-3? 

That they believe in 
themselves, not scaring the 
living daylights out of them, 
not being afraid, feeling that 
they can manage. It 
shouldn’t be dramatic. 
Security, trusting the 
teacher, good 
communication. Letting me 
know when they don’t 
understand. They may feel 
it’s new, tricky, a bit scary. 
Good dialogue, encouraging 
them to react. 
Pupils speak Eng when they 
should, in pairs, should be 
well prepared beforehand. 

Communication and having fun. 
Fun equals learning. Relaxing, 
having fun, you don’t understand 
every single word but you can see 
what the others are doing. 
Experiencing that you learn. 
Confidence, I can do this. Most 
important in grade 1: relaxing, ok 
not to understand everything. Like 
the L1 – the baby tries and receives 
feedback and encouragement from 
the parents. Then beginning to talk 
to each other, say what you can. “I 
WANT you to speak, but in 
English.” Use one word of English 
at least, usually more will follow. 
Grade 2: active, do, use the body, 
full class. Grade 3: more 
interaction, want them to speak 
Eng to one another. 

Joy, joy of speaking and 
communicating. Feeling of beginning to 
master a new language, understanding 
and responding. 

Dare, believe in their ability, 
daring to listen, not just 
saying “I don’t understand”. 
Most important that they 
dare to start talking. 
Languages have to be fun. 

2 The ideal 
English – 
Swedish? 
 

75-25 
Want to explain in Swe. 
Only Eng would only benefit 
those who have a gift for 
languages. Best would be 
some Eng every day. 

100% absolutely.  
 

80-20 
You need to support with Swe. Believe 
in theory of learning as in L1, but 
English in school is limited, isolated 
occasions, not every day. The pupils 
need help understanding.  

90-10 
Swe sparingly. 
Communication more 
important than accuracy- 

3 Where do 
these beliefs 
come from? 
Influence? 

Own childhood definitely. 
Own blinds, didn’t 
understand, couldn’t read. 
Satisfied with education – 
got the “How?” 
Positive having other 
colleagues in the classroom, 

From preschool teacher education: 
including everyone. From teacher 
education in Swedish as a second 
language: language immersion, as 
much as possible. If they speak 
Swedish they think in Swe. Play 
with words, drown them with 

Experience. Practical, pragmatic, 
smooth work in the classroom. Some 
influences from colleagues (a paradox). 
No further training. 
Focus on Swe and math. 
During education: discussed TL use. All 
agreed on TL only, promoted by Z. 

Not education, not own time 
in school. 
Own experience, what kind 
of a person you are, if I’m 
surrounded by language I 
take it in. Takes me a long 
time to study, learn 
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watching others. Plans 
lessons with colleague. 

words. Good to start thinking in 
Eng. Education: Z a role model. 
Worked parallel, could go straight 
into the classroom and use 
everything.  
Not from steering documents! 

Many implemented this on VFU. Spoke 
only Eng. Frustrated pupils, not used to 
it. If they would have had me for a 
month they would have got used to it. 
We felt we were cutting edge. 

language, compare. Some 
need repetition, boring. I 
need variety, enriching. I 
assume others are like me. 
TL use not discussed during 
education. Language 
immersion abroad, 
influence. More aware of 
steering documents now, 
doing the right thing. Forced 
to check learning outcomes. 

4 Co-
operation, 
colleagues?  

Understanding and general 
content, not TL use. 
Discussions on the 
importance of 
understanding, not scaring 
them. 

Colleagues, same background: Z, 
very unanimous. Discussions, think 
alike about subject, material etc. I 
think all speak Eng, say they do, 
work mostly grades 4-6. 
Plan themes but work in different 
ways with colleague in parallel 
class. 

Discussion about curriculum. Not TL 
use. Probably work in different ways. 
Many feel some Swe facilitates, 
confirmation. Unfortunately too little 
co-operation around contents. Eng 
stepmotherly treated, Swe, maths 
prioritized. English out to be the most 
fun subject. 

No co-operation (teaches all 
pupils grade 2), no further 
training, misses it. It’s what 
they need. Pupils are much 
more advanced nowadays. 

5 Situations 
when L1 ought 
to be used? 

Explanations of grammar, 
word order, how things go 
together. Sometimes 
translation in the form of 
drama – what would she 
say, how would that sound 
(mostly grade 3). 
Instructions sometimes in 
Swe, first Eng – then Swe 
(then says Swe then Eng). 
(Discipline, but have no 
such problems, work a lot 
with that). Instructions, 
where to sit etc. Depends on 
who it is. 

If the level of stress becomes too 
high. First try to calm physically, 
staying close, stroking, if that 
doesn’t help switch to Swe. No 
need to be rigid. Will go on grades 
4-6. Will do grammar in English, 
parallel to grammar in Swe. 

No, no specific situations. 
When the teacher fells it’s required, 
needed. 
No grammar in grade 2. Maybe later, a 
bit in Swe. 

If someone gets hurt. 
Need to add some Swe 
when they look completely 
perplexed. 
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Own language use 
6 According to 
conviction? 

Satisfied. Hope 75-25 but 
probably speaks less, but 
mostly Eng. Difficult to say. 
Many projects going on, no 
focus on Eng. So much to 
do. 
Before – phrases, about 
lunch, greetings. Things you 
may just as well do in Eng. 
Learned a lot. Didn’t 
translate, obvious what 
lunch was. 
Prefers to use drama, acting, 
practising dialogues, 
making plays. Learn a bit, 
build from there. Other 
focus, dedramatize Eng, 
fun, acting. Important to 
practise without everyone 
listening. 
Meta – learning styles – 
now here is something for 
those of you who have good 
ears. 
Important to integrate all 
subjects. 

Usually satisfied. 
Varies, some bad days (back 
problems, pain) when Eng is 
blocked, less fluent (in both 
languages). Most days: yippie. 
They think Eng is fun. 
TL only worked in previous group, 
but now pupils without diagnosis, 
but if stress level increases they 
would just scream and then there is 
not use, so then I use more Swe 
than I usually do. Told one of them 
today: you know some of those 
words – how do you say ”I”. Take 
care of yourself, I’ll help you later. 
Hard. Then the whole sentence was 
in Eng. A bit of acting. 
Of course Swe is quicker and 
easier, but we’re just playing 
around. 

Hope and think 80-20. Would like to 
speak more Eng, more frequently, 
Rather ten minutes a day in Eng only, 
here and there, small talk (day, date, 
school words, lunch) would be good. 
Question – if I would have been 
consistent from the start, spoken only 
Eng during lessons since Aug, they 
might have been used to it, not 
understanding 100%, not being 
absolutely sure about what to do. Not 
convinced I’m doing the right thing. 
I don’t think I teach as if it was their 
first language. 
 

Guess 70-30, a bit on the 
low side. 

7 Why this 
balance? 

So they understand, don’t 
get scared. 

Believe in immersion, L1 – TL. 
Own conviction. They know more 
than they think, must take the first 
step. 

Sometimes easy way out, to move on. 
Not to waste energy, save time, move 
along. Pupils often need to confirm 
understanding, most common. 
Occasional collective frustration – she 
speaks only Eng. Children need not to 
feel blocks that may come from not 

When it’s apparent that they 
don’t understand at all. 
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understanding. Some understand 
everything. 
Discipline – I can’t tell someone to sit 
down or not to play around with the 
adhesive tape in Eng (but ought to.) 

8 Satisfied? Satisfied. No one should 
feel stupid. 
Smaller groups easier. Be 
able to deal with more 
advanced pupils, they have 
to work independently. 
Good with a whole lesson, 
but once a week is too little. 
Will add more small talk 
each day. 
Non-subj matters in Swe, 
ought to change that, have 
done that before. 

Yes. Ought to deal with discipline in Eng. 
Would like to speak Eng more 
frequently. Would take planning, 
structure and plan longer period, e g two 
years, to clarify for myself, even more. 
Familiar with aims and steering 
documents, but even more, for myself, 
progression, the way there, not to have 
to think. 
Eng subject low priority. Oh, Eng again 
tomorrow. 

Satisfied, depends on the 
atmosphere of the group, 
whether they are calm, if 
things happen. 

9 Change over 
the years? 

No, amount of Eng has not 
changed. 
Pupils better before, more 
lesson time in the 80’s-90’s. 
Three times a week, shorter 
lessons, more consolidation, 
more repetition. 

Just as much Eng the whole time, 
inspired by Z. Kick start, got idea 
and then the lesson plan was done. 
Less fluent, don’t read as much. 
Don’t speak Eng outside school, 
but just as much Eng. 

Yes, a bit more Swe. The intention was 
to speak Eng only, did. Taught Eng 
from third grade. More songs, rhymes, 
chants, other course book. Don’t use 
course material now, but all kinds of 
things. Gradual change. 

(Mostly grades 4-6 earlier, 
TL only there.) 
Depends on grade. Course 
material in grade 3, follow 
script, less alive, more fun 
without book. 

10 What 
affects 
language 
choice? 
Deliberate 
choices? 

Impossible cater to needs of 
27 individuals. Address the 
one who’s last, that pupil’s 
needs sets the tone, the 
pace. Nobody left behind. 
Would adjust to different 
groups, Eng to different 
extents. 
The purpose determines – 

Swe if a pupil is too stressed and 
blocked. L1 use is always an active 
choice. 
They are only in third grade and if 
they want to say something in Swe 
I say we can do it in Eng and they 
do. They are always able to 
communicate. 
Three pupils get blocked easily, but 

Deliberate choices. Eng when I need to 
be a model for what they are to learn. 
Try to be clear with the purpose, this 
lesson you are going to… in Eng 
(I:Swe) but I make sure they know what 
to do in Swe, both. 
Choose Swe to offer solvent words. 
Now the pupils, and I, need to confirm 
their understanding. Constant decision-

Unconscious, no plan. No 
difference. 
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what should they learn 
during the lesson? More 
elaborate lesson plans 
before, flexible but know 
what I want. 
Don’t plan language use 
(maybe before), but know 
more or less what it will be. 
Both on-going 
consideration and 
unconscious decisions, both 
beliefs and the group. 
Pupils ask questions in Swe. 
Answer in Swe, since they 
ask because they don’t 
understand. Can also say: 
Now I received an 
interesting question, and 
explain in Swe. Then in 
Eng, so they get it parallel. 
Speak Eng to help during 
pair work, then Eng. By 
then they should be well 
prepared and fell sure, and 
have fun. 

probably just one left now, the 
others have taken the step. One 
pupil easily gets blocked in other 
subjects as well – I can’t, I don’t 
know, don’t know a single word. 
”I’m not your mother. Tell me 
when you have calmed down, I 
can’t help you when you are like 
this.” Swe mostly individually. 
Discussions on progress with pupil 
and parent: you have the 
knowledge! Today she spoke Eng 
the whole lesson. 
In full class attempt in Eng until 
someone understands. 
Communicate in Eng even when 
colleagues come in. 

making, depends on the pupils, no plan 
in advance. Probably the same in 
parallel group, so maybe it is 
predetermined. Have settled in belief: 
”this needs to be said in Swe. And that’s 
the way it is, forever.” 
Switches mostly with pupils 
individually. Sometimes I say 
something to whole class, they are 
perplexed, looking at each other, then I 
persist even more, challenge them. But 
if one, individually, is going crazy I use 
Swe: ”So what you are supposed to do 
is…” 
They sometimes speak Eng to me. 
Sometimes Swe and I may repeat the 
question in Eng and answer in Eng. 
No individual pupil affects language 
choice in the classroom. 

What affects choice? 
11 Affects 
pupil’s 
attention? 

No, I don’t think so. No real difference. Expect more 
fun interactional lesson content. 
For good grade i math they need 
clear and precise reasoning. In Swe 
a clear red thread, descriptive 
elaborate texts. Compare difference 
for the same horse – jumping and 
dressage. 

More attentive in Eng, if the level is 
right, they have an idea. Have to be 
receptive to that. Like with voice, get or 
lose their attention by speaking softly or 
loudly. So if they have an idea. If not, 
and it’s like Chinese to them, you lose 
them 

Attention has nothing to do 
with language use. 
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12 What 
changes 1-3? 

Yes, a lot. Translate more 
with older. How would you 
say this in Eng? 

Nothing (but longer lessons in third 
grade). 

Only the level changes.  Other words. 
Speak less Eng now in grade 
2, less time. 

13 Does own 
proficiency 
affect? Feels 
natural? 

Don’t feel good at Eng but 
would not be affected by 
better Eng. Care more about 
speaking than accuracy. 
Feels natural, doesn’t feel 
inhibited anymore. 

Feels more natural in third grade, 
more time, keep it up. Feels natural 
in the classroom, used to fooling 
around. Don’t read as much as 
while studying. 
My level of Eng goes down, less 
precise, when they get worked up 
and blocked. They hear that. 

Own level absolutely affects, want 
better Eng, need to be updated 
constantly, would like to visit Eng 
schools etc. (I question: if 80-20 is ideal 
and that’s what you do, why not 
satisfied?) One need language 
proficiency a lot above the pupils’. How 
much Eng I use should not depend on 
my own proficiency. Believe if I felt 
more secure I would speak better. 
Consider a situation teaching Swe to 
Eng children. Would benefit from being 
the expert in Swe, also when they were 
frustrated, and explain in Swe. So 
maybe it would be 90-10 and I’m 
contradicting myself. Actually. Own 
security and knowledge decides. 
Smooth and comfortable for me to 
resort to Swe when it’s hard to express 
in Eng. 
Feels natural to speak in the classroom. 
And outside. 

Yes, affects, but I jump 
precipitately into English. 
Feels natural to speak in the 
classroom, conversations are 
more difficult. One-way 
communication is easier. 

14 Forget? Sometimes, but more 
because of the topic, 
language follows, e g an 
interesting question. 
Sometimes fooled and 
switch to Swe, sometimes 
deliberate choice. 

No. Sometimes, have to remind myself to 
return to Eng. More while speaking to 
individual pupils. 

Did so recently, clapping 
game involving math. Was 
stressed and apparently 
focused more on the math. 

15 How 
important is 

Extremely! Can tell by their 
eyes which of the pupils 

It’s not. They don’t understand! I 
can tell if they do, by their faces. I 

Not so much, in theory, more important 
that they get used to prosody, 

Some were unhappy and 
protested in the beginning. 
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understanding? that are not following. Some 

don’t want to admit not 
understanding, not many. 
More speak up and protest 
when they don’t understand. 
I circulate a lot and check 
pair work, assess, this was 
too early; we need to do this 
more. Would like to be 
more on top of things, too 
many pupils. Have a proper 
job keeping everyone on 
track. 

check randomly, they are used to 
that. 
They are surprising me now, pops 
up, you know this much. They are 
more relaxed, spreads when other 
say whole phrases in Eng. They 
know what I expect. The pupils 
don’t protest, they are used to it. 
But some won’t let go of Swe. 
(Hard when parents say Eng is 
difficult, it hinders the child.) 

pronunciation, copying the sounds, 
getting their mouths accustomed to it. 
But in practise, this is not the case. 
Good questions! An eight-year-old 
measures ability to understand by 
whether she can understand everything 
the teacher says, or read everything on 
the paper och understand everything in 
Kids’ English Zone that we watch quite 
a lot. 
Assess their understanding by their 
actions, exercises, tasks, conversations. 
But they don’t have to be that active, 
you can tell by their eyes, looks, if 
they’re with you, like the kids who 
stand beside and watch but take in 
everything. Don’t know for sure how 
they are all doing, but pretty well, try to 
listen a lot to them in pairs.  
Some protest, affect others sometimes, 
group pressure, but not much. Many are 
eager to explain, triggers them. 

When that came up I told 
them it would work out fine. 
With some pupils it’s 
difficult to know whether 
they are with you but you 
can see if they dare, if they 
can write single words, 
draw. Nobody protests any 
longer. 

Strategies 
16 Strategies? 
Adapting? 

Difficult to point out.  
Explain in Swe, word order, 
grammar, compare. 
If something is too difficult 
we let it go, peel things off. 
Don’t have to know 
everything now. 
Drama with colleague. 
Kids’ English Zone. 
Variety. Drama (motivation, 
to dare) – all in dialogue 

Body language, preknowlegde 
(stories they already know), 
(I:objects), pictures, acting, games. 
Alternate how much I adjust, speak 
more slowly, verbs in infinitive, 
more baby talk. Z is my role model. 
Use all means. 
Best thing is when I explain in Eng, 
and they almost understand and I 
can tell who is with me and they 
join in and explain in Eng, interact 

Pictures, body language, show, 
charades, gestures, writing. 
(I: asking pupils to translate. Yes) 
Adjust language: fewer words, slow 
speech. 

Assess for next lesson? 
Connecting words to 
pictures. Visual, word cards, 
body language. Different 
learning styles. 
I: letting pupils 
translate?)Have sometimes 
let more advanced students 
translate, but usually not. 
Don’t know how I adjust, 
don’t speak too fast – 
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with the teacher, the girls, 
the boys. 
Rehearse dialogue with 
someone. 
Show object, draw. 
Alternating activities. 
Revise a lot. 

with me or show they have 
understood and the others can 
confirm that yes, we can 
understand this, I should too. 

because I can’t. 
Think of what to stress, 
speak slowly. 

17 Adjust to 
different 
pupils? 

Uncertain, maybe. Yes. Different amounts of Eng, or about 
different things. Praise different 
things. One pupil (question 10). 

Uncertain. Yes. Why? Don’t think so. 

18 Meta? Yes, share own experiences, 
talk about different learning 
styles. There are no stupid 
questions, only stupid 
answers by teachers. 
Everyone should dare ask. 
Ought to get better at 
ending the lesson, recap 
what we learned. 

First make parents feel secure and 
safe. Tell them about my teaching, 
this is what I do, it will come, like 
L1.  
With the pupils, ok not to 
understand, watch each other, keep 
your brain calm. It’s a game. If it 
feels tough, come to me.  
We work with aims and 
expectations at the beginning of 
each term. Pupils make their own 
matrix. 

Discuss it a bit. Could do that more with 
the whole class. Mostly during 
discussions on progress with pupil and 
parent. We have one question in the 
individual plan: Do you feel you get the 
help that you need? English came up, 
worthless, don’t understand everything. 
That’s it: “I don’t understand 
everything.” 
We talk about expectations and 
learning, about when I speak Eng. That 
you don’t know everything. Language is 
more about understanding the message 
than the details. Usually talk about the 
purpose. The aim is for you to learn 
this. I say it’s so you will get used to it, 
not that you should understand 
everything or know as much as I do and 
also so that you can discover that even 
though you think you have not 
understood, you have. 
Possible to avoid frustration by talking 
about it, ok, I don’t have to understand 
everything. I ought to be more 

Only on a few occasions, 
when they protest, when it 
comes up. 
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consistent, not serve them with 
translations. I will change my teaching 
after this. 

19 Ordinary 
lessons? 

Oh yes. Yes, they are used to it. The first lesson it did affect me. Did 
what I had planned, but went through it 
more carefully before. The pupils were 
not affected, and not language use. 

Yes. 
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